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Abstract

Distributed key-value systems have been widely used as elemental components of many Internet-scale services at sites such as Amazon, Facebook, and Twitter. This thesis examines a system design approach to scale existing key-value systems, both horizontally and vertically, by carefully engineering and integrating techniques that are grounded in recent theory but also informed by underlying architectures and expected workloads in practice. As a case study, we re-design FAWN-KV—a distributed key-value cluster consisting of “wimpy” key-value nodes—to use less memory but achieve higher throughput even in the worst case.

First, to improve the worst-case throughput of a FAWN-KV system, we propose a randomized load balancing scheme that can fully utilize all the nodes regardless of their query distribution. We analytically prove and empirically demonstrate that deploying a very small but extremely fast load balancer at FAWN-KV can effectively prevent uneven or dynamic workloads creating hotspots on individual nodes. Moreover, our analysis provides service designers a mathematically tractable approach to estimate the worst-case throughput and also avoid drastic over-provisioning in similar distributed key-value systems.

Second, to implement the high-speed load balancer and also to improve the space efficiency of individual key-value nodes, we propose novel data structures and algorithms, including the cuckoo filter, a Bloom filter replacement that is high-speed, highly compact and delete-supporting, and optimistic cuckoo hashing, a fast and space-efficient hashing scheme that scales on multiple CPUs. Both algorithms are built upon conventional cuckoo hashing but are optimized for our target architectures and workloads. Using them as building blocks, we design and implement MemC3 to serve transient data from DRAM with high throughput and low-latency retrievals, and SILT to provide cost-effective access to persistent data on flash storage with extremely small memory footprint (e.g., 0.7 bytes per entry).
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Data intensive computing keeps growing rapidly in importance and scale [24, 33, 36]. Today, storage clusters with thousands of nodes and beyond have become commonplace in many Internet companies. Familiar examples include Google’s BigTable and GFS cells (1000 to 7000 nodes in one cluster [43]), Facebook’s photo storage (20 petabytes of data [14]), Microsoft’s data mining cluster (1800 nodes [52]), and Yahoo’s Hammer cluster (3800 nodes [76]). These cluster systems scale their performance and ensure load balance across all nodes by using combinations of techniques including:

- partitioning: spreading the entire data-set across a larger number of nodes, where each node handles a different subset of the requirements. In particular, consistent hashing schemes that map data items to nodes by hashing as used in Chord [54, 87] are widely used due to their simplicity and ability to support incremental growth. Many systems that implement consistent hashing also use “virtual nodes” to improve the quality of load balancing, where each physical server acts as several different nodes in the consistent hashing ring [30].

- replication: storing each piece of data multiple copies on different nodes. For example, Google file system [45] and Hadoop file system [2] both replicate each data chunk several times in the cluster, with the minimum being three to ensure availability against disk failures or to meet high demand of accesses.

However as the service complexity continues growing, it becomes increasingly challenging to ensure load balancing. For example, Facebook deployed a large pool of Memcached servers to serve terabytes of user data from DRAM without reading
disks [73]. But because the popularity of their queries is highly skewed, they have to partition the data very carefully to prevent those popular data items from overloading servers. As another example, Google reported that a single web search query usually consults tens to hundreds of different backend servers, and as a result the total response time of a query from the cluster is determined by the response time of the slowest node [32]. Hence, when even a small fraction of servers are overloaded, their slow response time could substantially degrade the service. Amazon’s Dynamo [36] uses consistent hashing, virtual nodes, and replication. However, its authors report that 10% of nodes have at least 15% higher load than the average load almost all of the time. These techniques are usually good at balancing the static component of load—the constant storage or memory capacity required on individual nodes, which we typically refer to as the amount of data they store—while being not as good at handling the dynamic load of handling queries as they arrive.

The first goal of this thesis is to allow several types of back-end cloud services to meet service-level objectives (SLOs) without drastic over-provisioning, regardless of the possibly changing query distribution. In this thesis, we define SLOs as particular rates of queries a cluster system promises to complete to its customers, at a very high probability (e.g., complete 10 million queries per second 99.99% of the service time). It is important to ensure high SLOs because these storage clusters are often used as building blocks for other systems and applications. Thus, higher SLOs greatly benefit these systems and applications in simpler design and more reliable implementation.

Improving the load balance is one way to efficiently utilize the aggregated capacity of a storage cluster and scale out its performance; it is equally important to improve the resource efficiency of each individual node. As the cluster size keeps growing, cost concerns dictate the efforts to scale up the capacity of each node. For example, in datacenters, memory space in particular is increasingly expensive and scarce relative to external storage capacity such as hard disks or SSDs. For example, the cost of Amazon EC2 instances is currently dominated by DRAM rather than CPU capacity [7]. Intensifying this issue, the growth of DRAM capacity has been much slower than the growth of disk or flash storage capacity [59], requiring storage servers to index increasingly larger data sets by using more space-efficient in-memory indexes (i.e., using fewer bits in DRAM for one data entry on disk/SSD). Recent proposals have started examining memory-efficient indexing schemes for building high-performance data stores [8, 10, 13, 34, 35, 72, 89], but these solutions either compromise performance [35, 72, 89] or still impose a significant amount of overhead in space [8, 9, 13, 34]. As a result, there has been an increasing demand for more memory-efficient index schemes to scale up the capacity of individual storage nodes.
Given the above observations, we therefore apply in this dissertation a system design approach that carefully applies techniques that are both grounded in recent theory (e.g., cuckoo hashing [81] and randomized load balancing) and informed by the underlying hardware and expected workloads, to design more efficient key-value systems. As a case study, we build a distributed key-value cluster based on FAWN-KV [10]. The goal is to achieve higher throughput with lower memory overhead on each node, and maintain high overall throughput under different or even adversarial workloads. To this end, this thesis tackles this problem in two aspects:

- For certain types of many-node key-value systems, we present a load-balancing and caching mechanism for fully utilizing the capacity of all nodes under arbitrary workloads, even adversarial ones.

  This thesis analytically proves and empirically demonstrates that a combination of caching and randomized load balancing is an effective approach to prevent uneven or dynamic workloads from creating hotspots on individual nodes. Particularly, we present a mathematically tractable approach to analyze this dynamic load balancing scheme and better estimate its achievable service-level objectives in the worst case. Our result is useful for cloud service providers to avoid drastic over-provisioning in capacity planning.

- For each individual key-value node, we explore novel algorithms and data structures to improve the per-node efficiency.

  In this thesis, we introduce the cuckoo filter, a Bloom filter replacement that is fast, compact, and supports deletion; and optimistic cuckoo hashing, a space-efficient concurrent hashing scheme. Using them as building blocks, we design and implement two state-of-the-art key-value stores: MemC3 serves transient data from DRAM with high throughput and low latency, while SILT provides cost-effective access to persistent storage on flash devices with extremely small memory footprint (e.g., 0.7 bytes per entry).

This dissertation makes the following contributions:

- The analysis of provable randomized load balancing in a distributed key-value cluster, which allows cloud service providers to meet service-level objectives (SLOs) for handling a particular rate of queries for the worst-case workloads, without the need for drastic over-provisioning;

- The design and implementation of a fast, concurrent and space-efficient hash table based on cuckoo hashing [81], where parallelizing cuckoo hashing was
considered an open problem [68] and to our knowledge, our scheme is the first to support single-write/multi-reader access to cuckoo hash tables without trading off space;

- The design of cuckoo filter, a novel data structure based on partial-key cuckoo hashing, which replaces Bloom filters [19] for probabilistic set-membership tests and achieves higher space efficiency and performance while still supporting deletion;

- The integration of our proposed data structures into two practical key-value stores for different workloads: one called MemC3 [41] targets serving transient data from main memory with extremely high throughput and low latency; and the other called SILT [59] is designed to impose extremely low memory overhead to efficiently serve billions of key-value entries on flash from a single node.

Here are the tips on the terminology for readers of this thesis. Caches are studied in different contexts in this thesis. Unless mentioned specifically, we use the term “cache” to refer to an application-level cache, and “CPU cache” to the built-in cache inside CPUs. The term “hash function” is also frequently mentioned in different parts of this thesis, but in each part different properties are required. In chapter 2, cryptographic hash functions like SHA-1 [74] are assumed and used in evaluation to ensure collision resistance; while in chapter 3 and chapter 4, we generally apply non-cryptographic hash functions such as BobHash [20] (chapter 3) and CityHash [26] (chapter 4), because they are effective to generate pseudo-random values which are sufficient to build hash tables.
Chapter 2

Randomized Load Balancing in Key-Value Systems

This chapter studies a simple scheme based on caching and randomized load balancing. We show that, for a class of cloud services that mainly read small data without (multi-cell) transactions through front-ends (e.g., key-value queries), caching a very small amount of query results at the frontend can effectively help meet the cluster-wise service-level objectives (SLOs) in terms of handling a target rate of the input queries, regardless of the distribution of these queries.

As data intensive computing grows in both popularity and in scale [24, 33, 36], it becomes simultaneously more important and more challenging to load balance thousands of nodes and beyond. System designers must be ever more careful to ensure their performance does not become bottlenecked due to unevenly partitioned load among cluster nodes. Consistent hashing schemes (e.g., that used in Chord [54, 87]) are therefore popular due to their simplicity and ability to spread data uniformly among nodes. They help balance the static space utilization, but do not balance the dynamic load due to unpredictable shifts in the query workload such as “flash crowds” [11] or adversarial access patterns, either accidentally or as a denial-of-service attack.

This load imbalance problem is particularly critical for architectures with comparatively resource-constrained backends, such as the FAWN-KV system (“Fast Arrays of Wimpy Nodes”) [9]. FAWN-KV achieves high energy- and cost-efficiency by using wimpy nodes with slower CPUs, less memory, and solid state drives for storage; on the other hand, these wimpy nodes are particularly susceptible to load imbalance,
even at small sizes, because they have less headroom for handling query bursts or popularity shifts.

This chapter investigates the FAWN-KV system and shows that systems like FAWN-KV can effectively prevent their backend nodes from being saturated by using a popularity-based small front-end cache, which directly serves a very small number of popular items in front of primary servers ("back-end nodes"). This cache can be surprisingly small and fit in the L3 cache of a fast CPU, enabling an efficient, high-speed implementation compatible with front-end load balancers and packet processors. Intuitively, this small cache works because of the opposition between caching and load balancing: A skew in popularity harms load balance but simultaneously increases the effectiveness of caching. The cache therefore serves the most popular items without querying the back-end nodes, ensuring that the load across the back-end nodes is more uniform. Our result not only applies to FAWN-KV, but also generalizes to an important class of cloud services (e.g., systems with an architecture as shown in Figure 2.1).

The contribution of this work includes

- Derivation of an $O(n \log n)$ lower-bound on the necessary cache size where $n$ is the total number of back-end nodes. The cache size does not depend on the number of items stored in the system.
- Simulation and empirical results to validate our analysis running a key-value storage system on an 85-node cluster.

This chapter focuses on demonstrating how caching helps avoid hotspots in a key-value cluster and ensures high system throughput. The rest of this thesis investigates how to use novel data structures (Chapter 3 and Chapter 4) to implement high-performance (i.e., memory-speed) key-value caches in the frontend and memory-efficient key-value stores in the backend (Chapter 5).

## 2.1 Target Services

This chapter targets a class of services that are popular building blocks for several distributed systems, with three properties:

1. **Randomized partitioning.** The service is partitioned across cluster nodes and the way the service is partitioned is opaque to clients. (e.g., a key is hashed to select the back-end that serves it.)
2. **Cheap to cache results.** The cache can easily store the result of a query or request and serve future requests without costly recomputation or retrieval.

3. **Costly to shift service.** Moving service from one back-end node to another is expensive in network bandwidth, I/O, and/or consistency and indexing updates. In other words, the partitioning cannot be efficiently changed on the timescale of a few requests.

Systems fitting this category include:

- **Distributed key-value caches** such as memcached [65];
- **Distributed key-value storage systems** such as Dynamo [36], Haystack [14], and FAWN-KV [9];
- **Distributed shared-nothing and non-relational data stores** such as Redis [85] and Aerospike (Citrusleaf) [6].

Services we do not consider are those in which:

- **Queries can be handled by any node**, such as a web server farm with a large set of identical nodes, each of which is capable of handling any request. These services do not require caching for effective load-balancing.

- **Partitioning is predictable or correlated**: For example, column stores such as BigTable [24] and HBase [3] store lexicographically close keys on the same server. Our results apply only when keys are partitioned independently—in other words, for systems where a client cannot easily find a large set of keys that would all be sent to the same back-end node.

### 2.2 System Model and Example

Table 2.1 summarizes the notation used in the system model for analysis.

**Model** Consider a key-value system such as that shown in Figure 2.1 that serves a total of $m$ distinct items partitioned across $n$ back-end nodes $1, 2, \cdots, n$ where node $i$ can handle at most $r_i$ queries per second. The system caches the $c$ most popular items ($c \leq m$) at a front-end. On a cache hit, the front-end can serve the client request without querying the corresponding back-end server.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(n)</td>
<td>total # of back-end nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(m)</td>
<td>total # of key-value pairs stored in the system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c)</td>
<td>total # of key-value pairs cached in the frontend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(R)</td>
<td>sustainable query rate of the entire system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(L_i)</td>
<td>query rate going to node (i)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(r_i)</td>
<td>max query rate supported by node (i)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(p_j)</td>
<td>fraction of queries for the (j)th key-value pair</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: Notation used for the analysis.

Figure 2.1: Small, fast cache at the front-end load balancer.
**Assumptions**  This analysis makes assumptions about the system. As real systems may not necessarily obey these assumptions, we examine the effect of the factors that may affect load balancing in Section 2.4.

1. **Randomized key mapping to nodes**: each of $m$ keys is assigned to one of the $n$ storage nodes, and this mapping is unknown to clients.

2. **Cache is fast enough**: the front-end is fast enough to handle queries and never becomes the bottleneck of the system throughput.

3. **Perfect Caching**: queries for the $c$ most popular items always hit the cache, while other items always miss the cache.

4. **Uniform Cost**: the cost to process a query at a back-end node is the same, regardless of the queried key or the back-end node processing the query.

5. **Workloads are read-most, or read-write mixed but the cache is write-back**: otherwise, repeatedly updating a single key with a write-through cache can easily saturate its corresponding backend.

**Goal: Guaranteed Throughput**  Our goal is to evaluate the throughput $R$ the system can sustain regardless of the query distribution. Load balancing is critical to sustainable throughput, because once any node $i$ becomes saturated (i.e., serving at its full speed $r_i$), the system cannot guarantee more throughput to clients, even though other nodes still have spare capacity. In other words, we are interested in the system throughput even with adversarial query patterns.

**Challenge: Adversarial Workloads**  For clarity of the presentation, we assume the cluster is serving an adversarial workload, whose goal is to maximize the chance of saturating one node. The adversarial workload generator knows:

- which $m$ keys are stored on the system;
- the number of back-end servers $n$; and
- the cache size $c$.

However, the adversary cannot easily target one specific node as the hotspot, because it does not know which keys are assigned to which nodes. We note that we
are not considering an intelligent, malicious adversary, who might resort to adaptive attacks to guess where keys sit. We use the blind adversarial model only to generate a worst-case workload to lower-bound the cache size, not to make strong claims about the system’s security.

In order to generate a skewed workload on the back-end, the adversarial strategy is to query for \( x \) different keys according to some distribution. This workload may cover all \( m \) keys, or a specific subset of all keys; it may also request different keys at different probabilities. Formally, an adversarial strategy can be described as a distribution \( S \)

\[
S = (p_1, p_2, \cdots, p_m),
\]

(2.1)

where \( p_i \) denotes the fraction of queries for the \( i \)th key. \( p_1 + p_2 + \cdots + p_m = 1 \). Without loss of generality, we list the keys in monotonically decreasing order of popularity, i.e.,

\[
p_1 \geq p_2 \geq \cdots \geq p_m.
\]

### 2.2.1 An Example: FAWN-KV

Before presenting our analytical results (Section 2.3), we first introduce our system model through an example—the FAWN-KV [9] key-value storage system—which we use for our experimental results in Section 2.4. FAWN-KV is a distributed high-performance key-value storage system. Like other key-value hash tables such as Dynamo [36], memcached [65], Citrusleaf, and cluster distributed hash tables [47], FAWN-KV provides a simple hash table-like interface for key-value operations:

- \( \text{PUT}(k, v) \) maps the key \( k \) to the value \( v \); and
- \( v = \text{GET}(k) \) retrieves the value \( v \) associated with key \( k \).

Like the diagram in Figure 2.1, a FAWN-KV cluster has one front-end node that directs queries from client applications to the appropriate back-end storage node by hashing the key being queried for. All keys are stored on the back-end nodes.

Clients for key-value storage services such as FAWN-KV are typically other applications running in the datacenter. These clients often generate a large number of key-value lookups to perform a single user-facing operation such as displaying a web page: for example, Facebook is thought to issue on average 130 internal queries
to compose a single page, and Amazon between 100 and 200 [79]. Many of these requests are dependent upon earlier queries, making latency and strict adherence to service-level agreements critical for the performance of the overall enterprise [36].

A Resource-Constrained Testbed  The FAWN-KV system was originally designed for “FAWN” clusters, or “Fast Arrays of Wimpy Nodes,” which are particularly susceptible to load imbalance, even at small sizes, because the back-end nodes are comparatively resource-constrained. They have slower CPUs, less memory, and use a single solid state drive for storage. This architecture is energy and cost-efficient [9], but has less headroom for handling query bursts or popularity shifts [53]. The lower capacity of the back-ends also allows us to experiment with load balancing strategies using a userland-based cache implementation instead of, e.g., the hardware or specialized network processor implementations used for high-speed commercial load balancers.

Consistent Hashing: Key Ranges to Nodes  FAWN-KV organizes the back-end nodes into a storage ring-structure using consistent hashing in a 160-bit ring space (the hashing scheme used in Chord [87]). This consistent hashing is used to partition the key space among different nodes while smoothly handling node arrivals and departures. FAWN-KV does not use Chord’s multi-hop routing; instead, the front-end node maintains the entire node membership list and forwards the queries directly to the back-end node containing a particular data item.

Small-Fast-Cache Design and Implementation  As we show below, ensuring load balancing requires a relatively small cache; to achieve high throughput, however, the front-end cache must be fast enough to keep the cluster of nodes behind it busy. A contemporary server CPU with several MBs of last-level cache (e.g., L3 cache) can satisfy these two requirements to act as a front-end for a cluster of Atom-based FAWN nodes with SSDs.

In this chapter, we demonstrated the caching effect by a simple software-based front-end cache based on a widely available concurrent hash table implementation [4] that supports thread-safe access from multiple threads. In chapter 5 we will explore an alternative design that is built upon advanced concurrent hashing schemes to support concurrent accesses with higher performance. Our testbed, the FAWN key-value system, uses Thrift [5] for marshaling, unmarshaling, and sending RPCs between the front-end and back-ends.
2.3 Analysis: Why the Hotspots are Avoided

This section presents analytical results showing that a small front-end cache can provide load balancing for \( n \) back-end nodes in our target class of systems by caching only \( O(n \log n) \) entries, even under worst-case request patterns. The key intuition behind our results is that the cache must merely be large enough to ensure that uncached queries will be spread evenly over the back-end nodes. The surprising effectiveness of a small cache is due to the fact the worst case for load balance—a highly imbalanced query workload—is simultaneously the best case for caching, and vice-versa.

The major results derived in this section include:

- The worst case workload for the system (i.e., the best case for the adversary to create load imbalance) is to send queries for \( x > c \) different items at an equal rate for each item, where \( c \) is the number of cache entries. (Section 2.3.1)

- Under the adversarial workloads, if the system has a small, fast cache at the front-end of size \( c = k \cdot n \log n + 1 = O(n \log n) \), with high probability it maintains reasonably good load balance and avoid hotspots. (Section 2.3.2)

2.3.1 Adversarial Workloads

We first examine the best strategy the adversary could adopt when the back-end servers have homogeneous capacity: \( r_1 = \cdots = r_n = r \).

First, when the system has no front-end cache \( (c = 0) \), the best adversarial strategy is trivial: always query for one arbitrary key, e.g., the first key, to saturate the corresponding storage node. Its distribution is thus:

\[
S = (1, 0, \cdots, 0).
\]  

(2.2)

Under this workload, only one node is saturated and the others are completely idle; in other words, the system can satisfy only \( r \) queries per second even though its aggregate capacity is \( n \cdot r \).

This trivial case demonstrates that without front-end caching the throughput of the system does not scale under an adversarial access pattern.
Figure 2.2: The construction of the best strategy for the adversary. The adversary can increase the expectation of the maximum load by moving query rate $\delta$ from a uncached key $j$ to a more popular uncached key $i$ (Theorem 1).

When the system has a cache of size $c > 0$, the $c$ most frequently requested keys will all hit the front-end cache:

$$S : \underbrace{p_1 \geq p_2 \geq \cdots \geq p_c}_{\text{cached keys}} \geq \underbrace{p_{c+1} \geq \cdots \geq p_m}_{\text{uncached keys}}. \tag{2.3}$$

To create back-end hotspots, the adversary must therefore query more than $c$ keys in order to bypass the cache and hit the back-ends. In these $c$ cached keys, the adversary does not benefit from querying one key (e.g., key $i$) at a higher rate than any other cached key; the adversary will benefit from making fewer queries for key $i$ and more for some uncached key(s). Therefore, the adversary should always query the first $c$ keys (which will be cached) at the same probability (i.e. $p_1 = p_2 = \cdots = p_c$):

$$S : \underbrace{p_1 = p_2 = \cdots = p_c}_{\text{cached keys}} = h \geq \underbrace{p_{c+1} \geq \cdots \geq p_m}_{\text{uncached keys}} \geq 0. \tag{2.4}$$

The following theorem states the best strategy for the adversary in terms of the uncached keys (see Figure 2.2):
Figure 2.3: The constructed best strategy for the adversary to maximize load imbalance. The adversary queries $x$ keys, where the rate for $x - 1$ is the same.

**Theorem 1** If any distribution $S$ has two uncached keys $i$ and $j$ such that $h > p_i \geq p_j > 0$, the adversary can always construct a new distribution $S'$ based on $S$ to increase the expectation of $L_{\text{max}}$. This new distribution $S'$ is the same as $S$ except $p'_i = p_i + \delta$, $p'_j = p_j - \delta$ where $\delta = \min\{h - p_i, p_j\}$.

**Proof** Assume the adversary is sending $R$ queries per second. The only difference between strategies $S$ and $S'$ is that $S'$ increases the query rate for key $i$ by $\Delta = \delta \cdot R$ and decreases the query rate for key $j$ by $\Delta$.

If key $i$ and $j$ are mapped to the same storage node, it is trivial that $S$ and $S'$ generate the same load at the node.

If key $i$ is served by node $u$ and key $j$ by node $v$, there are four cases:

- **case 1: node $u$ has the highest load, node $v$ has less.** Because node $u$ is the most loaded node under $S$, shifting $\Delta$ load from node $v$ to node $u$ keeps node $u$ the most loaded—and increases its load by $\Delta$. The highest load under $S'$, denoted by $L'_{\text{max}}$, is

$$L'_{\text{max}} = L_u + \Delta = L_{\text{max}} + \Delta.$$ 

- **case 2: node $v$ has the highest load, node $u$ has less.** By shifting $\Delta$ load from node $v$ to node $u$, the max load under $S'$ will be decreased. However, the
decrease of $L'_{\text{max}}$ is no more than $\Delta$ because the load of node $v$ by $S'$ is at least $L_{\text{max}} - \Delta$.

$$L'_{\text{max}} \geq L'_{v} = L_{v} - \Delta = L_{\text{max}} - \Delta$$

- **case 3: neither node $u$ nor $v$ has the highest load.** In this case, reducing the load of node $v$ does not decrease the load of the original most loaded node. Increasing the load of node $u$ by $\Delta$ may, however, make node $u$ the most loaded. As a result, in this case, $S'$ is at least as good as $S$ for the adversary:

$$L'_{\text{max}} = \max\{L_{u} + \Delta, L_{\text{max}}\} \geq L_{\text{max}}$$

- **case 4: both $u$ and $v$ have the same max load.** The max load by $S'$ will increase by $\Delta$ because

$$L'_{\text{max}} = L_{u} + \Delta = L_{\text{max}} + \Delta.$$  

In case 1 and case 4, $L'_{\text{max}}$ is increased by $\Delta$; while in case 2, it is decreased by at most $\Delta$. Note that node $u$ and $v$ are both randomly chosen by the hashing from the pool of $n$ nodes. Therefore, node $u$, serving key $i$ with a higher query rate (i.e., $p_{i} > p_{j}$), has a better chance to become the most loaded node than node $v$ serving key $j$. In other words,

$$\mathbb{P}\{\text{case1}\} \geq \mathbb{P}\{\text{case2}\}. \tag{2.5}$$

In terms of expectation, the max load $L'_{\text{max}}$ is then increased by $S'$ because

$$\mathbb{E}[L'_{\text{max}}] - \mathbb{E}[L_{\text{max}}] = \mathbb{E}[L'_{\text{max}} - L_{\text{max}}] \geq \Delta \cdot (\mathbb{P}\{\text{case1}\} - \mathbb{P}\{\text{case2}\} + \mathbb{P}\{\text{case4}\}) \geq 0 \quad \blacksquare$$

Intuitively, the theorem suggests that the adversary should always shift some load from key $j$ to a more queried key $i$ until this key gets the same fraction as the cached keys. If the adversary applies this process repeatedly, it ends up with a distribution with an equal probability for the first $x - 1$ keys (where $x$ is the number of keys it queries for), or

$$S: \quad \underbrace{p_{1} = \cdots = p_{c}}_{\text{cached keys}} = \underbrace{h = p_{c+1} = \cdots = p_{x-1} \geq p_{x} > 0}_{\text{uncached keys}}$$

$$p_{x+1} = \cdots = p_{m} = 0 \tag{2.6}$$
In other words, the best strategy for the adversary is to query the first \( x - 1 \) keys at probability \( h \) and the last one at probability \( 1 - (x - 1)h \) (\( \sum p_i = 1 \)), as illustrated in Figure 2.3.

Note that Eq. (2.6) does not state the value of \( x \) or \( h \). Intuitively, the adversary has two concerns when choosing \( x \). First, since a fraction \( c/x \) of the total load will be served by the cache, \( x \) should be large enough to ensure enough load bypasses the cache. Second, \( x \) cannot be too large otherwise the query load covers a large number of keys uniformly—the best case the system can expect.

### 2.3.2 Throughput Lower Bound with Cache

Since each key is assigned to one of the \( n \) nodes randomly, the load on each of the nodes can be bounded by the well-known Balls-in-Bins model [69, 84]. Imagine we are throwing \( M \) identical balls into \( N \) bins and each bin is picked randomly. When \( M \gg N \log N \), the number of balls in any bin is bounded by

\[
\frac{M}{N} + \alpha \sqrt{2 \cdot \frac{M}{N} \cdot \log N},
\]

with high probability (i.e., \( 1 - O\left(\frac{1}{N}\right) \)). \( \alpha > 1 \) is a constant factor affecting the confidence.

In our model, there are \((x - c)\) uncached keys that can be considered as the balls and \( n \) servers as the bins. Setting \( N = n \), \( M = x - c \) in Eq (2.7), the number of different keys served by any server is bounded by

\[
\frac{x - c}{n} + \alpha \sqrt{2\frac{(x - c)}{n} \log n}.
\]

Based on Eq. (2.8), we can derive the bound for the load imposed on a back-end server. If the adversary is sending queries at rate \( R \), for each key the query rate is at most \( R/(x - 1) \). Given the maximum number of keys served by any node (Eq. (2.8)), an upper bound of the expected load on each node is

\[
\mathbb{E}[L_{\text{max}}] \leq \left(\frac{x - c}{n} + \alpha \sqrt{\frac{2(x - c)}{n} \log n}\right) \cdot \frac{R}{x - 1} = \left(\frac{x - c}{x - 1} + \alpha \sqrt{\frac{2(x - c)}{(x - 1)^2 n \log n}}\right) \frac{R}{n}
\]

(2.9)
To examine the accuracy and the tightness of this bound, we simulate a system with 100 nodes and a cache of size 1000. For each run of the simulation, \( x \) \((x > 1000)\) different keys are queried at the same rate, and the load of the most loaded back-end node is recorded. As shown in Figure 2.4, each bar represents the maximum load observed from 1000 independent runs with average, max, and min. The curve is calculated from Eq. (2.9) with \( \alpha = 2 \). The figure shows the bound has a small gap from the numerical results when \( \alpha = 2 \). Figure 2.4 also shows that there is a global maximum point achieved by some value \( x \). This maximum point is the best any adversary can achieve given the cache size \( c \) and number of nodes \( n \).

Eq. (2.9) is the maximum possible (at high probability) load the adversary can impose on any back-end nodes. Based on \( c \) and \( n \), the adversary can set \( x \) to a proper value—a value not so large as to make the query load too even, and not so small as to hit cache too often—to maximize this possible load. By optimizing Eq. (2.9), we have the maximizer of Eq. (2.9) to be

\[
x^* = 1 + 2(c - 1) \left(1 + \frac{1}{\sqrt{1 + \frac{2\alpha^2 n \log n}{c-1}} - 1}\right).
\]  

(2.10)
Based on Eq. (2.10), we can bound Eq. (2.9) for the worst case (the maximum point in Figure 2.4) for any $x$ by

$$
\mathbb{E}[L_{\text{max}}] \leq \frac{1 + \sqrt{1 + 2\alpha^2 \frac{n \log n}{c-1}}} {2} \cdot \frac{R} {n},
$$

which leads to the normalized throughput for the most loaded node being bounded by

$$
\frac{\mathbb{E}[L_{\text{max}}]} {R/n} \leq \frac{1 + \sqrt{1 + 2\alpha^2 \frac{n \log n}{c-1}}} {2}.
$$

Figure 2.5(a) illustrates the relationship between the max load (normalized) calculated in Eq. (2.12) and the cache size $c$. Note that increasing the cache size beyond a certain point provides diminishing returns, which suggests how to set the cache size in order to bound the maximum normalized load seen by any one back-end.

**Cache of Size $O(n \log n)$** If we choose a cache size of $c = k \cdot n \log n + 1$ where $k$ is a constant factor, the load bound shown in Eq. (2.12) becomes constant in the system size:

$$
\frac{1}{2} \left( 1 + \sqrt{1 + \frac{2\alpha^2}{k}} \right)
$$

Figure 2.5: Normalized maximum load
Figure 2.5(b) shows the normalized load (Eq. (2.13)) as a decreasing function of the constant factor $k$ for cache size. Note that the normalized load is highly sensitive to $k$ when $k$ is small. When $k = 8$, its value is about 1.2 which means the most loaded node gets at most 20% more work to do than the average amount of work. When $k$ further increases, the decrease of the load is diminishing.

Because Eq. (2.13) is independent of $n$, a system designer can choose a value for $k$ that bounds the load (amount of over-provisioning required) at the back-ends. This normalized load/over-provisioning will be the same for any $n$, provided the front-end cache is scaled appropriately (to the value of $c$ given above).

**Throughput Lower Bound**  If the capacity $r$ of each node is larger than the upper bound of $\mathbb{E}[L_{\text{max}}]$ given in Eq. (2.11), then with high probability, the adversary can never saturate any node. The system can therefore guarantee that its throughput will always be equal or better than $R$ queries per second.

$$R \geq \frac{2}{1 + \sqrt{1 + 2\alpha^2 n \log_n c^- \cdot n \cdot r}},$$

no matter what distribution of key queries the adversary uses.

### 2.3.3 Heterogeneous Servers

So far we have assumed homogeneous nodes in the cluster so that each back-end can serve requests at the same maximum rate. In practice, however, nodes in the cluster tend to be heterogeneous. For example, nodes could belong to different generations and the latest nodes usually perform better than the older nodes.

A common way to address heterogeneity is to partition the service among nodes according to their capacity [30, 54, 87]. Each physical node hosts multiple virtual nodes, and each virtual node acts as an independent node in the cluster. By assigning more virtual nodes to the servers of higher capacity, the system can balance the capacity and the workload among heterogeneous nodes.

To measure the load for heterogeneous nodes, we normalize the load for each node by its capacity, where the lowest-capacity nodes have only one virtual node. Assume there are still $n$ physical nodes as before and each hosts $v$ virtual nodes on average. Therefore, there are $n' = vn$ virtual nodes in total. Applying Eq. (2.11), the highest
load among all virtual nodes is bounded by:

\[ 1 + \sqrt{1 + 2\alpha^2 \frac{n' \log n'}{c-1}} \cdot \frac{R}{n'}, \tag{2.15} \]

Assume the most loaded physical node hosts \( z \) virtual nodes; its normalized load is bounded by:

\[ \left(1 + \sqrt{1 + 2\alpha^2 \frac{n' \log n'}{c-1}} \cdot \frac{R}{n'} \right)^z \cdot \frac{z}{n'} = 1 + \sqrt{1 + 2\alpha^2 \frac{n' \log n'}{c-1}} \cdot \frac{R}{n'}. \tag{2.16} \]

which is just the maximum normalized load for the virtual nodes.

As a result, as long as we scale the factor \( k \) by a factor \((v + v \log_n v)\), or:

\[ c = (v + v \log_n v)k \cdot n \log n + 1, \tag{2.17} \]

the maximum load of any physical node is still bounded by

\[ \frac{1}{2} \left(1 + \sqrt{1 + \frac{2\alpha^2}{k}} \right). \tag{2.18} \]

The end result is that the front-end cache can provide effective load balance for a cluster of heterogeneous capacity if we increase its size by a factor of \((v + v \log_n v)\). Intuitively, this means that the increase in the cache size is proportional to the disparity between the average node capacity and that of the weakest nodes in the system.

### 2.4 Evaluation on FAWN-KV

We perform experiments on our FAWN-KV cluster to evaluate the effectiveness of load balancing with a front-end cache. Our goals are, first, to validate that load balancing in the real system matches the theory; second, to validate that the performance of the system improves in tandem with the improvement in load balance; and third, to validate that this caching design can operate at high speed.
### Front-end node Back-end node

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Front-end node</th>
<th>Back-end node</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPU:</td>
<td>2× Intel Xeon L5640</td>
<td>Intel Atom D510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clock:</td>
<td>2.27 GHz</td>
<td>1.66 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># cores:</td>
<td>2×6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU cache:</td>
<td>2×12 MiB (L3)</td>
<td>512 KiB (L2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRAM:</td>
<td>2×24 GiB</td>
<td>1 GiB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.2: Specifications of front- and back-end nodes in FAWN-KV testbed

#### 2.4.1 Experiment Overview

This section describes the cluster hardware and common experimental parameters.

**Experimental Testbed** Our FAWN-KV cluster consists of one high-performance front-end node and 85 low-power back-end nodes. The front- and back-end node’s specifications are shown in Table 2.2. All nodes are connected to a switch; the front-end node uses a 10 GbE link, while back-end nodes use 1 GbE links. The network is never the bottleneck in our experiments.

**Workload Generation** Our experiments use synthetic key-value pair operations. In all experiments, a client first generates and puts $m = 8.5$ million key-value pairs into the cluster; thus, on average, each of the $n = 85$ back-end nodes is responsible for serving approximately 100,000 unique key-value pairs. The mapping of a given key-value pair to a back-end is done by hashing the key.

For query generation, the client selects $x$ different keys ($x \leq m$) from all generated keys with a certain access pattern and popularity distribution as we describe for each experiment. The client pipelines queries to hide network latency, but to keep latency within a reasonable value, limits the maximum number outstanding queries to 1000 keys per back-end.\(^1\) The client resides on the same physical machine as the front-end node. The key size is 20 bytes, and the value size is 128 bytes. In this section, all workloads generated and evaluated are read-only.

Unless otherwise specified, the following experiments use all 85 back-end nodes. Because not every back-end node is equipped with an SSD, we first measured the throughput of a single node serving queries from its SSD, which it can do at approx-

\(^1\)The nodes serve roughly 10,000 queries/second, so a queue of 1,000 queries adds at most 100ms of latency.
imately 10,000 queries/second. We then emulate the SSD I/O behavior by having the back-ends serve data from a rate-limited memory-based disk that serves 10,000 requests/second, to be able to scale our experiments to more nodes than we have SSDs for.

2.4.2 Caching Effect: Cluster Scaling Under Different Workloads

Figure 2.6 compares the read throughput achieved by our FAWN-KV testbed cluster, without and with a front-end cache deployed. The size of the cluster increases from 10 nodes to 85 nodes. We explore the scalability of system throughput with three different access patterns:

- a uniform distribution across all $m = 8.5$ million keys, which is expected to be a good case of load balancing, serving as a baseline;

- a Zipf distribution with parameter 1.01, which has a bias towards a few keys but also has a heavy tail\(^2\); and

- an adversarial access pattern, which is obtained by varying the number of selected keys ($x$) to find the worst-performing value of $x$, and querying at random for only those keys.

Figure 2.6(a) shows the case when no cache is used at the front-end. The throughput of the uniform workload scales linearly as the number of nodes grows, with each back-end node serving 10 K queries/second. The throughput of the Zipf workload, however, grows slowly and has diminishing returns with each additional node. With Zipf, the workload is biased to a small set of keys, and the nodes serving these keys become a bottleneck, limiting the overall throughput of the cluster. The adversarial access pattern achieves the worst throughput. In the no caching case, this pattern queries only one key regardless of the size of the cluster, and thus always has a total throughput of 10 K queries/second.

Figure 2.6(b) shows the throughput when using a small front-end cache of size $c = 8 \cdot n \log n + 1$, where $n$ is the number of back-end nodes. The throughput for the random workload remains almost the same as before because the cache is relatively small compared to the working set size; the cache absorbs a small number of requests,

\(^2\)Zipf and other heavy tail distributions often better characterize real-world workloads.
Figure 2.6: Read throughput of our FAWN-KV cluster with $n$ back-end nodes where $n$ increases from 10 to 85, under different access patterns including uniform, Zipf, and an adversarial workload.
Figure 2.7: Throughput of each back-end node for different values of $x$ when $c = 0$. Node IDs (x-axis) are sorted according to their throughput.

but most of the queries are distributed evenly across the back-end nodes. Zipf’s bias towards a small number of keys benefits most from having a font-end cache—even a very small one—the system performance even exceeds the aggregate raw throughput that the back-end nodes can provide. Finally, the system performance for the adversarial access pattern matches the theoretical results: an appropriately-sized front-end cache (based on the number of nodes in the given trial) produces the same performance as did the uniform distribution. With the front-end cache, all workloads achieve at least the linear scaling of the purely uniform workload.

2.4.3 Load (Im)balance Across Back-End Nodes Without Cache

To further understand the interaction between load balancing and system throughput, Figure 2.7 shows a snapshot of the individual node performance with front-end caching disabled under the uniform random workload. We show performance when querying for four different set sizes (values of $x$).

- When $x = 10$, the number of active keys is smaller than the cluster size, and thus only 10 back-end nodes serve queries. The aggregate performance is therefore quite poor. The nodes operate at the same rate as each serves only one key.
Figure 2.8: Throughput that the adversary can obtain by querying for different numbers of keys when the cluster has 85 back-end nodes and no cache is used.

- When $x = 100$, 28 of the 85 nodes remain idle: with the random key-to-node assignment, some nodes handle four or more keys while others handle zero. The overall load balancing—and performance—is still poor.

- When $x = 10000$, the working set is much larger than the cluster size, and all back-ends are used; however, the load distribution remains skewed, which reduces the overall throughput.

- When $x = 100000$, the load is distributed almost perfectly.

In summary, we see empirically that, without a cache, load balancing is very susceptible to the working set size $x$, and there are three operating regions for $x$. If $x$ is smaller than the number of back-ends, not all of the back-ends are used, and the performance suffers. But, even if $x$ is larger than the number of back-ends, the load distribution can be uneven (due to the balls-in-bins game), and the performance is sub-optimal. Only when the number of unique objects queried is sufficiently greater than the number of back-ends does the system achieve good load balance across all of the nodes.
Figure 2.9: Throughput that the adversary can obtain by querying for different numbers of keys when the cluster has 85 back-end nodes and \( c = 3000 \). Results for \( x < 3000 \) are omitted because all queries would be served by the front-end cache.

### 2.4.4 Adversarial Throughput Under Different Query Patterns

Figure 2.8 shows the overall system throughput without a front-end cache. On the x-axis, we vary the number of unique keys that the client requests, \( x \), from 1 to 1 million. Without caching, \( x = 1 \) (i.e., always querying one key) gives the worst system throughput since all queries go to a single back-end node. The system throughput increases with \( x \) as the query load is distributed more evenly across the back-ends, and this performance gain with larger \( x \) diminishes as the back-end nodes operate at nearly full capacity.

In contrast, Figure 2.9 shows the breakdown of the throughput with a front-end cache. The cache is sized based upon our theoretical results (\( 8 \cdot n \log n + 1 \)). The bottom curve shows the queries/second served exclusively by the back-end nodes—the trend is similar to that in the no-caching case. The top curve shows the total throughput being served by the cache plus the back-end nodes. The contribution of the front-end cache diminishes as \( x \) grows, with the aggregate throughput converging eventually to the back-end capacity.

In summary, the back-end throughput alone is low when \( x \) is small, as the load is not perfectly balanced as shown in Figure 2.8. In this region, however, a small cache is very efficient to prevent hotspots and ensure enough good performance. When \( x \) is
Figure 2.10: Adversarial throughput as the cache size increases. The “worst case” line shows the worst throughput achieved when testing ten different sizes of adversarial request sets.

larger, the caching effect shrinks, but the back-end throughput grows rapidly. These two effects combine to guarantee high performance regardless of the number of keys queried for.

Cache Size vs. Worst Case Performance Figure 2.10 shows the relationship between cache size and worst-case system performance (the best the adversary can do). For each cache size on the x-axis, we test ten different values of $x$ (number of unique keys requested) to find that which produces the worst throughput. The total number of back-ends is fixed at 85 nodes. The figure shows the experimental results and the theoretical lower bound. As expected, the measured throughput is higher than the prediction, except for the smallest cache size (in which case the balls-in-bins approximation we made in our analysis no longer holds).

2.5 Related Work

Distributed Key-Value Storage Systems Dynamo [36] is a distributed key-value storage system for high availability based on consistent hashing [30, 54, 87] and vector clocks [57]. Although Dynamo employs a load balancing strategy similar to virtual nodes [30, 54, 87], its empirical study shows 10% of nodes have at least 15%
higher load than the average load almost all the time, implying that load imbalance is a persistent problem in the storage cluster.

FAWN-KV [9] utilizes a cluster of slower, energy-efficient storage nodes to reduce system operation costs while providing high performance comparable to conventional storage systems. Since a FAWN cluster tends to consist of a relatively larger number of nodes, good load balancing in FAWN-KV is a key to high aggregated performance. Although the original FAWN-KV system used a front-end cache as an optimization to achieve better load balancing, this chapter formally investigates this problem in the context of FAWN-KV, and provides a deeper understanding of its actual benefits analytically and empirically.

Caching in Distributed Systems  In addition to the related work discussed in the previous sections, substantial prior work has examined the use of caching to improve throughput and latency in distributed systems. For example, Markatos examined the relationship between cache size and performance gain when caching search engine results [64]. This work, and much that is similar to it, focuses on improving performance by reducing redundant work. In contrast, our work improves performance by preventing load imbalance from allowing individual cluster nodes to become under-utilized while others are straining. As a consequence, our work is able to demonstrate a large performance boost using a small cache. In contrast, systems such as Facebook are thought to cache over 90% of their data [79] in massive farms of memcached [65] servers, and Google maintains its entire index in tens to hundreds of terabytes of DRAM [31].

Caching for Load Balancing  Server-based caching [18] achieves better load balancing by replicating a small amount of data from highly loaded servers to proxies that are close to data requesters. It shares the same framework as our caching in that it uses a “front end” cache which serves requests for popular items without contacting cluster nodes. Server-based caching assumes an exponential popularity model for analysis, whereas our work uses adversarial access patterns that incur a worst-case load distribution, which is important for defining and meeting service level agreements.
Chapter 3

Engineering Cuckoo Hashing

This chapter investigates the algorithm and implementation of high-speed and space-efficient hash tables that can be used to store the mapping from arbitrary keys to values. Conventional hash tables do not achieve high performance and high space utilization at the same time. For example, hash tables using linear probing waste 50% or more table space; hash tables using chaining create linked-lists for all items assigned to the same table address, and thus incur multiple CPU cache misses when traversing the linked-list on lookup; recently proposed cuckoo hash tables provide space efficiency, however, they require multiple memory references for each insertion and lookup, and more importantly, supporting concurrent access to these tables is challenging.

To overcome these limitations, this thesis proposes optimistic cuckoo hashing, a novel scheme to build compact, concurrent and CPU cache-aware hash tables. It extends standard cuckoo hashing and achieves three advantages compared to other schemes:

- It achieves high memory efficiency (e.g., 95% table occupancy);

- It supports highly concurrent accesses to the hash table for read-intensive workloads; and

- It keeps hash table operations CPU cache-friendly.

\footnote{The standard cuckoo hashing as proposed in [81] ensures 50% space utilization, which can be improved to over 90% by using a 4-way (or higher) set associative hash table [38].}
To our knowledge, optimistic cuckoo hashing is the first scheme that supports highly concurrent access to cuckoo hash tables while still retaining the high space utilization of its sequential version. Our contributions include the parallelized cuckoo hashing algorithm as well as a set of hardware- and workload-inspired optimizations:

- a technique called partial-key cuckoo hashing that significantly speeds up cuckoo hash table operations by improving their CPU cache locality;
- an optimistic versioning scheme that supports multiple-reader/single-writer concurrent access to cuckoo hash tables, while preserving the high space benefits; and
- an optimization for cuckoo hashing insertion that improves throughput.

Because of the significant benefits in both performance and space, our proposed scheme perfectly suits the need in building high-performance key-value cache as required in Chapter 2. Chapter 5 therefore investigates how to use it as a basic building block in key-value stores. It also enables another novel data structure called cuckoo filter which will be described in Chapter 4.

### 3.1 Background: Standard Cuckoo Hashing

Cuckoo hashing [81] is a hashing method that yields highly space-efficient hash tables. A basic cuckoo hash table consists of an array of buckets where each key \( x \) has two
candidate buckets determined by two hash functions \( h_1(x) \) and \( h_2(x) \). The lookup procedure is as simple as checking both buckets and returning the value if \( x \) is found in either bucket. Insert is more complicated than lookup, so we use an example in Figure 3.1(a) to show how to insert a new item \( x \) into a hash table of eight buckets. If either of \( x \)'s two buckets (buckets 2 or 6 in this example) is empty, the algorithm inserts \( x \) to that free bucket and the insertion completes. If neither bucket has space, as is the case in this example, the item selects one of the candidate buckets (e.g., bucket 6), kicks out the existing item (in this case \( a \)) and re-inserts this victim item to its own alternate location. In our example, displacing \( a \) triggers another relocation that kicks existing item \( c \) from bucket 4 to bucket 1. This procedure may repeat until a vacant bucket is found as illustrated in Figure 3.1(b), or until a maximum number of displacements is reached (e.g., 500 times in our implementation). If no vacant bucket is found, this hash table is considered too full to insert. Although cuckoo hashing may execute a sequence of displacements, its amortized insertion time is still \( O(1) \) [81].

Cuckoo hashing ensures high space occupancy because it refines its earlier item-placement decisions when inserting new items. Most practical implementations of cuckoo hashing extend the basic description above by using buckets that hold multiple items, as suggested in [37]. The possible high space utilization by using \( k \) hash functions (assuming all hash functions are perfectly random) and buckets of size \( b \) is analyzed [44]; and it is also confirmed in experiments that with proper configuration of cuckoo hash table parameters, the table space can successfully be 95% filled [38].

3.2 Partial-Key Cuckoo Hashing

This section describes partial-key cuckoo hashing, a technique that uses a short summary of each key to speed up the single-thread performance of cuckoo hash tables. It is also the core technique that enables our proposed cuckoo filter as we will discuss in Chapter 4.

Hash Table Overview Our hash table, as shown in Figure 3.2, consists of an array of buckets, each having four slots. Our hash table is 4-way set-associative, because without set-associativity, basic cuckoo hashing allows only 50% of the table entries to be occupied before unresolvable collisions occur. Each slot contains a pointer to the key-value object and a short summary of the key called a fingerprint. This pointer is used to support keys of variable length, because the full keys and values
4-way cuckoo hash table fingerprint ptr bucket version counters
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Figure 3.2: Overview of our hash table.

are not stored in the hash table, but stored with the associated metadata outside the table and referenced by the pointer. A null pointer indicates this slot is not used. The fingerprint is used to reduce CPU cache misses when operating on cuckoo hash tables (see explanation later in this section). Figure 3.2 also shows that an array of counters associated with each bucket. They are used to support concurrent access of multiple threads, which will be described in section 3.3.

On Lookup, the hash table returns a pointer to the relevant key-value object, or “does not exist” if the key cannot be found. On Insert, the hash table returns true on success, and false to indicate the hash table is too full. Delete simply removes the key’s entry from the hash table. We focus on Lookup and Insert as Delete is very similar to Lookup.

3.2.1 Lookup

Looking up items in a chaining hash table is not CPU cache-friendly. It requires multiple dependent pointer dereferences to traverse a linked list:

2As in other hash table designs, an expansion process can increase the cuckoo hash table size to allow for additional inserts.
Neither is basic cuckoo hashing CPU cache-friendly when keys are stored outside the hash table and referenced by the pointers. This is because checking two buckets on each **Lookup** makes up to eight (parallel) pointer dereferences:

![Diagram of cuckoo hashing](image)

In addition, displacing each key on **Insert** also requires a pointer dereference to calculate the alternate location to swap, and each **Insert** may perform several displacement operations.

Our hash table eliminates the need for pointer dereferences in the common case. We compute a short fingerprint (e.g., one or two bytes) as the summary of each inserted key, and store the fingerprint in the same bucket as its pointer. **Lookup** first compares the fingerprint, then retrieves the full key only if the fingerprint matches. This procedure is as shown below (T represents the fingerprint)

![Diagram of fingerprint lookup](image)

It is possible to have false retrievals due to two different keys having the same fingerprint, so the fetched full key is further verified to ensure it was indeed the correct one. With a 1-byte fingerprint by hashing, the chance of fingerprint-collision is only $1/2^8 = 0.39\%$. After checking all 8 candidate slots, a negative **Lookup** makes $8 \times 0.39\% = 0.03$ pointer dereferences on average. Because each bucket fits in a CPU cacheline (usually 64-byte), on average each **Lookup** makes only 2 parallel cacheline-sized reads for checking the two buckets plus either 0.03 pointer dereferences if the **Lookup** misses or 1.03 if it hits.

### 3.2.2 Insert

We also use the fingerprints to avoid retrieving full keys on **Insert**, which were originally needed to derive the alternate location to displace keys. For an item $x$,
our hashing scheme calculates the indexes of the two candidate buckets as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
h_1(x) &= \text{hash}(x), \\
h_2(x) &= h_1(x) \oplus \text{hash}(x's\ fingerprint). \quad (3.1)
\end{align*}
\]

The xor operation in Eq. (3.1) ensures an important property: \(h_1(x)\) can also be calculated using the same formula from \(h_2(x)\) and the fingerprint. In other words, to displace a key originally in bucket \(i\) (no matter if \(i\) is \(h_1(x)\) or \(h_2(x)\)), we directly calculate its alternate bucket \(j\) from the current bucket index \(i\) and the fingerprint stored in this bucket by

\[
j = i \oplus \text{hash(fingerprint)}. \quad (3.2)
\]

Hence, an insertion only uses information in the table, and never has to retrieve the original item \(x\).

In addition, the fingerprint is hashed before it is xor-ed with the index of its current bucket to help distribute the items uniformly in the table. If the alternate location is calculated by “\(i \oplus \text{fingerprint}\)” without hashing the fingerprint, the items kicked out from nearby buckets will land close to each other in the table, if the size of the fingerprint is small compared to the table size. For example, using 8-bit fingerprints the items kicked out from bucket \(i\) will be placed to buckets that are at most 256 buckets away from bucket \(i\), because the xor operation will alter the eight low order bits of the bucket index while the higher order bits do not change. Hashing the fingerprints ensures that these items can be relocated to buckets in an entirely different part of the hash table, hence reducing hash collisions and improving the table utilization.

Note that, while the values of \(h_1\) and \(h_2\) calculated by Eq. (3.1) are uniformly distributed individually, they are not independent of each other (as required by standard cuckoo hashing) because of the dependence on the fingerprint. This may cause more collisions, and in particular previous analyses for cuckoo hashing (as in [37, 44]) do not hold. Chapter 4 provides a simple analysis on the relationship between achieved load factor and fingerprint size, however, a full analysis of partial-key cuckoo hashing remains open.
3.3 Optimistic Cuckoo Hashing

Previous section described how to use partial-key cuckoo hashing to improve the single-thread performance; this section further extends the basic sequential cuckoo hashing algorithm to make a concurrent hash table where:

- Reader threads can concurrently access a shared hash table;
- Writer threads are serialized by a write lock;
- The on-going writer can make in-place updates on the table, concurrently with any other readers; and
- The same high table space utilization is achieved as the sequential version.

Effectively supporting concurrent access to a cuckoo hash table is challenging. The only previously proposed scheme we found improved concurrency by trading a significant amount of space [49]. Our hashing scheme is, to our knowledge, the first approach to support concurrent access (multi-reader/single-writer) while still maintaining the high space efficiency of cuckoo hashing (e.g., > 95% occupancy).

For clarity of presentation, we first define a cuckoo path as the sequence of displaced keys in an Insert operation. In Figure 3.3 “a ⇒ b ⇒ c” is one cuckoo path to make one bucket available to insert key x.
There are two major obstacles to making the sequential cuckoo hashing algorithm concurrent:

1. **Deadlock risk (writer/writer):** An **Insert** may modify a set of buckets when moving the keys along the cuckoo path until one key lands in an available bucket. It is not known before swapping the keys how many and which buckets will be modified, because each displaced key depends on the one previously kicked out. Standard techniques to make **Insert** atomic and avoid deadlock, such as acquiring all necessary locks in advance, are therefore not obviously applicable.

2. **False misses (reader/writer):** After a key is kicked out of its original bucket but before it is inserted to its alternate location, this key is unreachable from both buckets and temporarily unavailable. If **Insert** is not atomic, a reader may complete a **Lookup** and return a false miss during a key’s unavailable time. E.g., in Figure 3.3, after replacing \( b \) with \( a \) at bucket 4, but before \( b \) relocates to bucket 1, \( b \) appears at neither bucket in the table. A reader looking up \( b \) at this moment may return negative results.

The only scheme previously proposed for concurrent cuckoo hashing \[49\] that we know of breaks up **Inserts** into a sequence of atomic displacements rather than locking the entire cuckoo path. It adds extra space at each bucket as an overflow buffer to temporarily host keys swapped from other buckets, and thus avoid kicking out existing keys. Hence, its space overhead (typically two more slots per bucket as buffer) is much higher than the basic cuckoo hashing.

Our scheme instead maintains high memory efficiency and also allows multiple-reader concurrent access to the hash table. To avoid writer/writer deadlocks, it allows only one writer at a time—a tradeoff we accept as our target workloads are read-heavy. To eliminate false misses, our design changes the order of the basic cuckoo hashing insertion by:

1) **separating discovering a valid cuckoo path from the execution of this path.** We first search for a cuckoo path, but do not move keys during this search phase.

2) **moving keys backwards along the cuckoo path.** After a valid cuckoo path is known, we first move the last key on the cuckoo path to the free slot, and then move the second to last key to the empty slot left by the previous one, and so on. As a result, each swap affects only one key at a time, which can always be successfully moved to its new location without any kickout.
Intuitively, the original Insert always moves a selected key to its other bucket and kicks out another existing key unless an empty slot is found in that bucket. Hence, there is always a victim key “floating” before Insert completes, causing false misses. In contrast, our scheme first discovers a cuckoo path to an empty slot, then propagates this empty slot towards the key for insertion along the path. To illustrate our scheme in Figure 3.3, we first find a valid cuckoo path \( a \Rightarrow b \Rightarrow c \) for key \( x \) without editing any buckets. After the path is known, \( c \) is swapped to the empty slot in bucket 3, followed by relocating \( b \) to the original slot of \( c \) in bucket 1 and so on. Finally, the original slot of \( a \) will be available and \( x \) can be directly inserted into that slot.

### 3.3.1 Optimization: Speeding Cuckoo Path Search

Our revised Insert process first looks for a valid cuckoo path before swapping the key along the path. Due to the separation of search and execution phases, we apply the following optimization to speed path discovery and increase the chance of finding an empty slot.

Instead of searching for an empty slot along a single cuckoo path, keep track of multiple paths in parallel during the Insert process, and terminate the searching whenever one of the paths reaches an empty slot. To be more specific, assume an Insert process is adding a new key \( x \) to the table. Rather than picking one victim key from \( x \)'s two candidate buckets, now we select multiple keys from both buckets and make each key the head of an independent cuckoo path. These cuckoo paths are then extended in parallel and independently: at each step, multiple victim keys are “kicked out”, each extending one cuckoo path; whenever one path reaches an available bucket, all the other paths are discarded and this search phase completes. In the next phase, only keys on the successful path are relocated to make room for \( x \).

With multiple paths to search, insert may find an empty slot earlier and thus improve the throughput. In addition, it improves the chance for the hash table to store a new key before exceeding the maximum number of displacements performed, thus increasing the load factor. On the other hand, keeping track of too many cuckoo paths at the same time requires more memory than searching along a single path, and the larger memory footprint may make the searching process less CPU cache-friendly. The effect of having more cuckoo paths is evaluated in Section 3.4.
3.3.2 Optimization: Optimistic Lookup

Multiple locking schemes can work with our proposed concurrent cuckoo hashing, as long as they ensure that during Insert, all displacements along the cuckoo path are atomic with respect to Lookups.

The most straightforward scheme is to associate each bucket with one lock, then acquire and release the two relevant bucket locks before and after for each displacement of Insert and each Lookup. With a careful order to avoid deadlock, this approach is simple to implement and works for workloads in general. However, this scheme requires locking twice for every Lookup even when writes are rare. In the following, we introduce an optimistic locking scheme that takes advantage of having a single writer to synchronize Insert and Lookups with low overhead.

Briefly speaking, our scheme assigns a version counter for each bucket instead of a lock. The value of a version counter is only updated when a key is removed from or added to this bucket on the displacement of Insert; while reader threads only look for a version change during Lookup to detect any concurrent displacement, but never modify the version. In this way, it reduces the locking overhead for read-heavy workloads as reads are the common-case operations. To be more specific, our scheme combines two techniques: “lock striping” [49] and “optimistic locking” [56], as explained in the following.

Lock Striping It is an optimization used to store version counters. The simplest way to maintain each bucket’s version is to store it inside each bucket. This approach, however, requires one counter for each bucket. Thus the storage overhead of storing all counters grows proportionally to the hash table size. For a hash table with one million buckets, it costs several megabytes to store the versions.

Instead, lock striping creates an array of N counters (Figure 3.2) where N is a constant. To keep this array small, each counter is shared among multiple buckets by modulo N (e.g., the i-th counter is shared by bucket x if x mod N = i). Our implementation keeps N = 8192 counters in total (or 32 KB). This permits the counters to fit in CPU cache, but allows substantial concurrent access. It also keeps the chance of a “false retry” (re-reading a key due to modification of an unrelated key) very small. All counters are initialized to 0 and only read/updated by atomic memory operations to ensure the consistency among all threads.
Optimistic Locking It is the technique to coordinate readers with the single writer so these readers can detect from version change if a concurrent writer is working on the same buckets. The algorithm of optimistic locking is shown in Algorithm 1.

On the writer side, before displacing a key from bucket \( b_1 \) to \( b_2 \), an **Insert** process first increases both relevant counters by one, indicating to the other **Lookups** an ongoing update for these two buckets; after the key is moved to its new location, both counters are again increased by one respectively to indicate the completion. As a result, the versions of both buckets are increased by two after each displacement. We will explain the reason why the version must be increased twice for each displacement later.

On the reader side, before a **Lookup** process reads the two buckets for a given key, it first snapshots the version stored in each counter: If any version is odd, there must be a concurrent **Insert** working on that bucket (or another bucket sharing the same counter), and it should wait and retry; otherwise it proceeds to the two buckets. After it finishes reading both buckets, it snapshots the counters again and compares their new versions with the old ones. If any bucket is observed to have a difference in its new and old versions, the writer must have modified this key, and the **Lookup** should retry.

It is critical to increment version twice for each displacement, because the first identifies the begin of a “critical section” and the second indicates the end. If the version counter is incremented only once (e.g. after the bucket has been successfully updated), it is possible that a reader enters the same bucket after the writer, but completes before the writer. In this case, the reader still sees the same version from its two snapshots, but it may read corrupted data due to the on-going update.

### 3.4 Micro-benchmark

This section investigates how the proposed techniques and optimizations contribute to performance and space efficiency.

**Platform** All experiments run on a machine with the following configuration. The CPU of this server is optimized for energy efficiency rather than high performance, and our system is CPU intensive, so we expect the absolute performance would be higher on “beefier” servers.
Algorithm 1: Pseudo-code for lookup and key displacement.

OptimisticLookup(key)
// lookup key in the hash table, return value
begin
  \( b_1, b_2 \leftarrow \) key’s candidate buckets
  while true do
    \( v_1, v_2 \leftarrow b_1, b_2 \) ’s version (by atomic read)
    full CPU memory barrier
    if \( v_1 \) or \( v_2 \) is odd then continue
    full CPU memory barrier
    read value of key from \( b_1 \) or \( b_2 \)
    full CPU memory barrier
    \( v'_1, v'_2 \leftarrow b_1, b_2 \) ’s version (by atomic read)
    if \( v_1 = v'_1 \) or \( v_2 = v'_2 \) then continue
    return value
  end
end

AutomaticDisplace(key, \( b_1, b_2 \))
// move key from bucket \( b_1 \) to bucket \( b_2 \)
begin
  incr \( b_1 \) and \( b_2 \) ’s version (by atomic incr)
  full CPU memory barrier
  remove key from \( b_1 \)
  write key to \( b_2 \)
  full CPU memory barrier
  incr \( b_1 \) and \( b_2 \) ’s version (by atomic incr)
end
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hash table</th>
<th>Size (MB)</th>
<th># keys (million)</th>
<th>byte/key</th>
<th>Load factor</th>
<th>Constr. rate (million OPS)</th>
<th>Largest bucket</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chaining</td>
<td>1280</td>
<td>100.66</td>
<td>13.33</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>14.38</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuckoo 1path</td>
<td>1152</td>
<td>127.23</td>
<td>9.49</td>
<td>94.79%</td>
<td>6.19</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuckoo 2path</td>
<td>1152</td>
<td>127.41</td>
<td>9.48</td>
<td>94.93%</td>
<td>7.43</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuckoo 3path</td>
<td>1152</td>
<td>127.67</td>
<td>9.46</td>
<td>95.20%</td>
<td>7.29</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Comparison of space efficiency and construction speed of hash tables. Results in this table are independent of the key-value size. Each data point is the average of 10 runs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CPU</th>
<th>2 x Intel Xeon L5640 @ 2.27GHz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># cores</td>
<td>2 x 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLC</td>
<td>2 x 12 MB L3-cache</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRAM</td>
<td>2 x 16 GB DDR SDRAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIC</td>
<td>10Gb Ethernet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Roadmap  In the following experiments, we first benchmark the construction of hash tables and measure the space efficiency. Then we examine the lookup performance of a single thread and the aggregate throughput of 6 threads all accessing the same hash table, to analyze the contribution of different optimizations. In this subsection, hash tables are linked into a workload generator directly and benchmarked on a local machine.

3.4.1 Space Efficiency and Construction Speed

We insert unique keys into empty cuckoo and chaining hash tables using a single thread, until each hash table reaches its maximum capacity. The chaining hash table, as used in Memcached, stops insertion if $1.5n$ objects are inserted to a table of $n$ buckets to prevent imbalanced load across buckets; our cuckoo hash table stops when a single Insert fails to find an empty slot after 500 consecutive displacements. We initialize both types of hash tables to have a similar size (around 1.2 GB, including the space cost for pointers).

Table 3.1 shows that the cuckoo hash table is much more compact. Chaining requires 1280 MB to index 100.66 million items (i.e., 13.33 bytes per key); cuckoo hash tables are both smaller in size (1152 MB) and contain at least 20% more items, using no more than 10 bytes to index each key. Both cuckoo and chaining hash tables
store only pointers to objects rather than the real key-value data; the index size is reduced by 1/3. A smaller index matters more for small key-value pairs.

Table 3.1 also compares cuckoo hash tables using different numbers of cuckoo paths to search for empty slots (Section 3.3.1). All of the cuckoo hash tables have high occupancy (roughly 95%). While more cuckoo paths only slightly improve the load factor, they boost construction speed non-trivially. The table with 2-way search achieves the highest construction rate (7.43 MOPS), as searching on two cuckoo paths balances the chance to find an empty slot vs. the resources required to keep track of all paths.

Chaining table construction is twice as fast as cuckoo hashing, because each insertion requires modifying only the head of the chain. Though fast, its most loaded bucket contains 13 objects in a chain (the average bucket has 1.5 objects). In contrast, bucket size in a cuckoo hash table is fixed (i.e., 4 slots), making it a better match for our targeted read-intensive workloads.

3.4.2 Insert Performance

Although the expected cost to insert one key with cuckoo hashing is O(1), it requires more displacements to find an empty slot when the table is more occupied. We therefore measure the insertion cost—in terms of both the number of displacements per insert and the latency—to a hash table with $x\%$ of all slots filled, and vary $x$ from 0% to the maximum possible load factor. Using two cuckoo paths improves insertion latency, but using more than that has diminishing or negative returns. Figure 3.4 further shows the reciprocal throughput, expressed as latency. When the table is 70% filled, a cuckoo insert can complete within 100 ns. At 95% occupancy, insert delay is 1.3 $\mu$s with a single cuckoo path, and 0.84 $\mu$s using two.

3.4.3 Lookup Performance: Factor Analysis

This experiment investigates how much each optimization in Section 3.2 and Section 3.3 contributes to the hash table. We break down the performance gap between the basic chaining hash table used by Memcached and the final optimistic cuckoo hash table we proposed, and measure a set of hash tables—starting from the basic chaining and adding optimizations cumulatively as follows:

- **Chaining** is the default hash table of Memcached, serving as the baseline. A global lock is used to synchronize multiple threads.
Figure 3.4: Cuckoo insert, with different number of parallel searches. Each data point is the average of 10 runs.
Figure 3.5: Contribution of optimizations to the hash table lookup performance. Optimizations are cumulative. Each data point is the average of 10 runs.
• **+hugepage** enables 2MB x86 hugepage support in Linux to reduce TLB misses.

• **+int keycmp** replaces the default `memcmp` (used for full key comparison) by casting each key into an integer array and then comparing based on the integers.

• **+bucket lock** replaces the global lock by bucket-based locks.

• **cuckoo** applies the naive cuckoo hashing to replace chaining, without storing the tags in buckets and using bucket-based locking to coordinate multiple threads.

• **+tag** stores the 1-byte fingerprint for each key to improve cache-locality for both **Insert** and **Lookup** (Section 3.2).

• **+opt lock** replaces the per-bucket locking scheme by optimistic locking to ensure atomic displacement (Section 3.3).

**Single-thread lookup performance** is shown in Figure 3.5(a) with lookups all positive or all negative. No lock is used for this experiment. In general, combining all optimizations improves performance by $\sim 2 \times$ compared to the naive chaining in Memcached for positive lookups, and by $\sim 5 \times$ for negative lookups. Enabling “hugepage” improves the baseline performance slightly; while “int keycmp” can almost double the performance over “hugepage” for both workloads. This is because our keys are relatively small, so the startup overhead in the built-in `memcmp` becomes relatively large. Using cuckoo hashing without the “tag” optimization reduces performance, because naive cuckoo hashing requires more memory references to retrieve the keys in all $4 \times 2 = 8$ candidate locations on each lookup (as described in Section 3.2). The “tag” optimization therefore significantly improves the throughput of read-only workloads ($2 \times$ for positive lookups and $8 \times$ for negative lookups), because it compares the 1-byte tag first before fetching the real keys outside the table and thus eliminates a large fraction of CPU cache misses.

**Multi-thread lookup performance** is shown in Figure 3.5(b), measured by aggregating the throughput from 6 threads accessing the same hash table. Different from the previous experiment, a global lock is used for the baseline chaining (as in Memcached by default) and replaced by per-bucket locking and finally optimistic locking for the cuckoo hash table.

The performance gain ($\sim 12 \times$ for positive and $\sim 25 \times$ for negative lookups) of our proposed hashing scheme over the default Memcached hash table is large. In
Figure 3.6: Hash table throughput vs. number of threads. Each data point is the average of 10 runs.

Memcached, all hash table operations are serialized by a global lock, thus the basic chaining hash table in fact performs worse than its single-thread throughput in Figure 3.5(a). The slight improvement (< 40%) from "hugepage" and "int keycmp" indicates that most performance benefit is from making the data structures concurrent. The "bucket lock" optimization replaces the global lock in chaining hash tables and thus significantly improves the performance by 5× to 6× compared to "int keycmp". Using the basic concurrent cuckoo reduces throughput (due to unnecessary memory references), while the "tag" optimization is again essential to boost the performance of cuckoo hashing and outperform chaining with per-bucket locks. Finally, the optimistic locking scheme further improves the performance significantly.

3.4.4 Multi-core Scalability

Figure 3.6 illustrates how the total hash table throughput changes as more threads access the same hash table. We evaluate read-only and 10% write workloads. The throughput of the default hash table does not scale for either workload, because all hash table operations are serialized. Due to lock contention, the throughput is actually lower than the single-thread throughput without locks.

Using our proposed cuckoo hashing for the read-only workload, the performance scales linearly to 6 threads because each thread is pinned on a dedicated physical
Figure 3.7: Tradeoff between lookup and insert performance. Best read + write throughput (with the number of threads needed to achieve it) is shown. Each data point is the average of 10 runs.

core on the same 6-core CPU. The next 6 threads are pinned to the other 6-core CPU in the same way. The slope of the curve becomes lower due to cross-CPU memory traffic. Threads after the first 12 are assigned to already-busy cores, and thus performance does not further increase.

With 10% Insert, our cuckoo hashing reaches a peak performance of 20 MOPS at 10 threads. Each Insert requires a lock to be serialized, and after 10 threads the lock contention becomes the bottleneck.

We further vary the fraction of insert queries in the workload and measure the best performance achieved by different hash tables. Figure 3.7 shows this best performance and also the number of threads (between 1 and 16) required to achieve this performance. In general, cuckoo hash tables outperform chaining hash tables. When more write traffic is generated, performance of cuckoo hash tables declines because Inserts are serialized and more Lookups happen concurrently. Consequently, the best performance for 10% insert is achieved using only 9 threads; while with 100% lookup, it scales to 16 threads. Whereas the best performance of chaining hash tables (with either a global lock or per-bucket locks) keeps roughly the same when the workloads become more write-intensive.
Chapter 4

Extending Cuckoo Hashing For Cuckoo Filter

This chapter describes cuckoo filters, a novel data structure built upon partial-key cuckoo hashing (Chapter 3) that can replace Bloom filters [19] for many high-performance set-membership tests.

Bloom filters [19] are a widely used data structure to check whether an element $x$ is in a set. They achieve very high space efficiency by permitting a small fraction of false positive answers (i.e., claiming that a non-existent element is in this set), but never allowing false negative answers. As a result, they are used widely for set-membership tests in many database, storage and networking systems as a critical performance optimization [23]. For example, recent popular key-value or storage systems such as HBase [3], Bigtable [24], leveldb [46], and bLSM [86] often implement a “log-structured merge tree” [77] where data changes (delete, insert, update) are appended to the end of a file to avoid in-place writes; because a point lookup might have to read from multiple files, they often rely on Bloom filters to reduce the read-amplification by preventing reads from files known not to have data.

One major limitation of Bloom filters is that they cannot delete existing items, and previous attempts to extend “standard” Bloom filters to support deletion all trade off space or performance substantially. This thesis shows that supporting deletion in approximate set-membership tests does not need to impose higher overhead in space or performance compared to standard Bloom filters. Our proposed cuckoo filter provides four major advantages in practice.

1. It supports adding and removing items dynamically;
2. It provides higher lookup performance than traditional Bloom filters, even when close to full (e.g., 95% space utilized);

3. It is much easier to implement compared to alternatives such as quotient filters; and

4. It uses even less space than Bloom filters in many practical applications, if the target false positive rate $\epsilon$ is less than 3%.

A cuckoo filter is a cuckoo hash table that stores only fingerprints—a bit string derived from the item using a hash function—for each item inserted, instead of key-value pairs. This hash table is densely filled with fingerprints (e.g., 95% entries occupied), which confers the high space-efficiency of cuckoo filters. A set-membership query for item $x$ simply searches the hash table for the fingerprint of $x$, and returns true if an identical fingerprint is found. Deleting $x$ removes its fingerprint from the hash table.

When constructing a cuckoo filter, its fingerprint size is determined by the target false positive rate $\epsilon$. Smaller values of $\epsilon$ require longer fingerprints to reject more false queries. An important property of cuckoo filters is a way in which they are practically better than Bloom filters for most real workloads, but are asymptotically worse: The minimum fingerprint size used in the cuckoo filter grows logarithmically with the number of entries in the table (explained in Section 4.4). As a consequence, the per-item space overhead is higher for larger tables, but this use of extra space confers a lower false positive rate. For practical problems with a few billion items or fewer, a cuckoo filter uses less space while supporting deletion than a non-deletable, space-optimized Bloom filter when $\epsilon < 3%$.

The contributions of this work include

- Application of partial-key cuckoo hashing, a variant of standard cuckoo hashing to enable cuckoo filters to add and remove items dynamically (Section 4.2).

- Analysis and bounds for the false positive rate and space efficiency of cuckoo filters (Section 4.3).

- Analysis and bounds for the false positive rate and optimizations to achieve the best space efficiency (Section 4.4).

- A generalization of partial-key cuckoo hashing to support more than two hash functions per item (Section 4.5). This is challenging for cuckoo filters, because they do not store the full keys.
Table 4.1: A brief summary of Bloom filter and its variants. Assume standard and counting Bloom filters use \( k \) hash functions, and \( d \)-left counting Bloom filters have \( d \) partitions.

We also explore other advantages and limitations of cuckoo filters by comparing them with Bloom filters in Section 4.6. Finally, Section 4.7 evaluates our cuckoo filter implementation against Bloom filters and other alternatives.

### 4.1 Background

This section provides the background for Bloom filters (including several variants) and the challenges of cuckoo filters.

#### 4.1.1 Bloom Filters and Variants

An approximate set-membership test returns whether an element is a member of a set, but the answer could be false with a small probability \( \epsilon \). The information theoretic optimum is essentially achievable for a static set by mapping each item to a fingerprint (of length \( \lceil 1/\epsilon \rceil \) bits) and using a perfect hash table to store all fingerprints [23]. However, this approach is impractical because adding or removing a single item from the set requires to recompute the entire perfect hash table. To handle dynamic membership queries in general, we replace a perfect hash function with a well-designed cuckoo hash table.

In the following, we compare standard Bloom filters and the variants that include support for deletion or better lookup performance, as summarized in Table 4.1. These data structures are empirically evaluated in Section 4.7.
**Standard Bloom filters [19]:** They provide a compact representation of a set of items that supports two operations: **Insert** and **Lookup**. A Bloom filter allows a tunable false positive rate $\epsilon$ so that a query returns either “definitely not” (with no error), or “probably yes” (with probability $\epsilon$ of being wrong). The lower $\epsilon$ is, the more space the filter requires.

A Bloom filter consists of $k$ hash functions and a bit array with all bits initially set to “0”. To insert an item, it hashes this item to $k$ positions in the bit array by $k$ hash functions, and then sets all $k$ bits to “1”. Lookup is processed similarly, except it reads $k$ corresponding bits in the array: if all the bits are set, the query returns true; otherwise it returns false. Bloom filters do not support deletion.

Bloom filters can be highly space-efficient, but are not space optimal [80]. When a false positive rate $\epsilon$ is allowed, a space-optimized Bloom filter uses

$$k = \log_2(1/\epsilon)$$

hash functions. Such a Bloom filter can store each item using

$$1.44 \log_2(1/\epsilon)$$

bits, which depends only on $\epsilon$ rather than the item size or the total number of items. In contrast, the information-theoretic minimum requires

$$\log_2(1/\epsilon)$$

bits to store each item’s membership information with a false positive rate $\epsilon$, so a space-optimized Bloom filter imposes a 44% space overhead over the information-theoretic lower bound. It is possible for Bloom filters to retain the same false positive rate using fewer hash functions (i.e., smaller $k$) with a larger and sparser bit array, but then the space efficiency will be worse.

**Counting Bloom filters [42]:** They extend Bloom filters to allow deletions. A counting Bloom filter uses an array of counters in place of an array of bits. An insert increments the value of $k$ counters instead of simply setting $k$ bits, and a lookup checks if each of the required counters is non-zero. The delete operation decrements the values of these $k$ counters. To prevent *arithmetic overflow* (i.e., incrementing a counter that has the maximum possible value), each counter in the array must be sufficiently large in order to retain the Bloom filter’s properties. In practice, the counter consists of four or more bits, and a counting Bloom filter therefore requires
4× more space than a standard Bloom filter. (One can construct counting Bloom filters to use less space by introducing a secondary hash table structure to manage overflowing counters, at the expense of additional complexity.)

**Blocked Bloom filters [83]:** They do not support deletion, but provide better spatial locality on lookups. A blocked Bloom filter consists of an array of small Bloom filters, each fitting in one CPU cache line. Each item is stored in only one of these small Bloom filters determined by hash partitioning. As a result, every query causes at most one cache miss to load that Bloom filter, which significantly improves performance. A drawback is that the false positive rate becomes higher because of the imbalanced load across the array of small Bloom filters.

**d-left Counting Bloom filters [21, 22]:** This data structure stores all items in $d$ equal subtables using $d$-left hashing [67], where each item is replaced with a short fingerprint (i.e., a bit string derived from the item using a hash function). To insert an item, it selects a bucket uniformly from each subtable and places this item in the least loaded bucket. These filters delete items by removing each item’s fingerprint from hash tables. Compared to counting Bloom filters, they reduce the space cost by 50%, usually requiring $1.5 - 2\times$ the space compared to a space-optimized non-deletable Bloom filter.

A naive implementation of $d$-left counting Bloom filters has a “false deletion” problem. A $d$-left counting Bloom filter maps each item to $d$ candidate buckets, each from a partition of the table, and stores the fingerprint in one of its $d$ buckets. If two different items share one and only one bucket, and they have the same fingerprint (which is likely to happen when the fingerprints are small), directly deleting the fingerprint from this specific bucket may cause a wrong item to be removed. To address this issue, $d$-left counting Bloom filters use an additional counter in each table slot and additional indirections [22].

**Quotient filters [15]:** This data structure is also built on compact hash tables to store fingerprints to support deletion. A quotient filter uses a technique similar to linear probing to locate a fingerprint, and thus provides better spatial locality. However, it requires additional meta-data to encode each entry and results in $10 \sim 25\%$ more space than a comparable standard Bloom filter. In addition, all of its operations must decode a sequence of table slots before reaching the target item; moreover, the more the hash table is filled, the longer these sequences become. As
a result, its performance drops significantly when the occupancy of the hash table exceeds 75%.

In quotient filters, all fingerprints having the same quotient (i.e., the $q$ most significant bits) must be stored in contiguous slots according to their numerical order. Thus, removing one fingerprint from a cluster of fingerprints must shift all the fingerprints after the hole by one slot, and also modify their meta-data bits [15].

### 4.1.2 Challenges in Cuckoo Filter

Our cuckoo filter is a cuckoo hash table that stores fingerprints of all inserted items. Storing only fingerprints creates an important challenge for dynamic item insertion, and adapting a multi-way associative hash structure creates a further challenge of needing to compare multiple potential fingerprints. Our work thus provides solutions to these problems:

- To insert new items dynamically into the cuckoo hash table, the insertion algorithm must be able to relocate existing fingerprints to their alternative locations. A space-inefficient but straightforward solution is to store each inserted item in its entirety (perhaps external to the table); given the original item ("key"), calculating its alternate location is easy. In contrast, cuckoo filters store only the fingerprints, and use partial-key cuckoo hashing to find an item’s alternate location using only its fingerprint (Section 4.2).

- Cuckoo hashing associates each item with multiple possible locations in the hash table. This flexibility in where to store an item improves the table’s occupancy, but to retain the same false positive rate when probing more possible locations on each lookup also requires longer fingerprints (leading to larger tables). In Section 4.4, we present our analysis to find the optimal table setting to balance the table occupancy and its size to minimize the average space cost per item.

### 4.2 Algorithms

The cuckoo filter is a cuckoo hash table that stores fingerprints for each item. Same as in chapter 3, this chapter refers to the basic unit of the hash table as a slot that stores one fingerprint. The hash table consists of an array of buckets and each bucket
has one or multiple slots. If each item has $k$ candidate buckets and each bucket has $b$ slots, this filter is referred to as a $(k, b)$-cuckoo filter in this thesis. For example, Figure 4.1 shows a (2,4)-cuckoo filter.

This section describes how cuckoo filters perform Lookup, Insert, and Delete. Especially, the technique partial-key cuckoo hashing presented in Section 3.2 enables cuckoo filters to insert new items dynamically.

4.2.1 Insert

If we were to apply standard cuckoo hashing directly, cuckoo filters could not insert new items to an existing hash table without some external means of accessing the original items. This is because on an insertion, cuckoo hashing may relocate existing items to their alternate locations to make room for the new ones (Section 3.1). Cuckoo filters, however, only store items’ fingerprints and therefore there is no way to restore and rehash the original keys to find their alternate locations (as in standard cuckoo hashing). To overcome this limitation, we apply partial-key cuckoo hashing which is the technique presented in Section 3.2 to derive an item’s alternate location based on its fingerprint. As a result, to displace a key originally in bucket $i$, we directly calculate its alternate bucket $j$ from the current bucket index $i$ and the fingerprint stored in this bucket by

$$j = i \oplus \text{hash(fingerprint)}.$$  

(4.1)
Algorithm 2: Insert(x)

\[ f = \text{fingerprint}(x); \]
\[ i_1 = \text{hash}(x); \]
\[ i_2 = i_1 \oplus \text{hash}(f); \]
\[ \text{if} \ \text{bucket}[i_1] \ \text{or} \ \text{bucket}[i_2] \ \text{has} \ \text{an empty slot then} \]
\[ \quad \text{add} \ f \ \text{to that bucket;} \]
\[ \quad \text{return} \ Done; \]
\[ \text{end} \]

// We must relocate existing items;
\[ i = \text{randomly pick} \ i_1 \ \text{or} \ i_2; \]
\[ \text{nkicks} = 0; \]
\[ \text{repeat} \]
\[ \quad \text{randomly select a slot} \ e \ \text{from} \ \text{bucket}[i]; \]
\[ \quad \text{swap} \ f \ \text{and the fingerprint stored in slot} \ e; \]
\[ \quad i = i \oplus \text{hash}(f); \]
\[ \quad \text{if} \ \text{bucket}[i] \ \text{has an empty slot then} \]
\[ \quad \quad \text{add} \ f \ \text{to} \ \text{bucket}[i]; \]
\[ \quad \quad \text{return} \ Done; \]
\[ \quad \text{end} \]
\[ \quad \text{nkicks}++; \]
\[ \text{until} \ \text{nkicks} > \text{MaxNumKicks}; \]

// Hashtable is considered full;
\[ \text{return} \ Failure; \]
Algorithm 3: Lookup(x)

\[
\begin{align*}
    f &= \text{fingerprint}(x); \\
    i_1 &= \text{hash}(x); \\
    i_2 &= i_1 \oplus \text{hash}(f); \\
    \text{if bucket}[i_1] \text{ or } \text{bucket}[i_2] \text{ has } f \text{ then} \\
    &\quad \text{return True;} \\
    \text{end} \\
    \text{return False;}
\end{align*}
\]

There are two consequences of this process that users of cuckoo hashing should note: First, while the values of \( h_1 \) and \( h_2 \) calculated by partial-key cuckoo hashing are uniformly distributed individually, they are not independent of each other (as required by standard cuckoo hashing) because of the dependence on the fingerprint. This may cause more collisions, and in particular previous analyses for cuckoo hashing (as in [37, 44]) do not hold. A full analysis of partial-key cuckoo hashing remains open; in Section 4.3, we provide a detailed discussion of this issue and consider how to achieve high occupancy for practical workloads. Second, inserting two different items \( x \) and \( y \) that have the same fingerprint is fine; it is possible to have the same fingerprint appear multiple times in a bucket. However, cuckoo filters are not suitable for applications that insert large numbers of duplicates of the same item, because the two buckets for a frequently duplicated item will quickly become overloaded. There are several solutions for such a scenario: First, if the table need not support deletion, then this issue does not arise, because only one copy of each fingerprint needs to be stored. Second, one could, at some space cost, associate counters with buckets, and increment/decrement them appropriately. Finally, if the original keys are stored somewhere (perhaps in slower external storage), one could consult that record to prevent duplicate insertion entirely, at the cost of slowing down insertion if the table already contains a (false positive) matching slot for the bucket and fingerprint. Similar requirements apply to traditional and \( d \)-left counting Bloom filters.

4.2.2 Lookup

The lookup process of a cuckoo filter is simple, as shown in Algorithm 3. Given an item \( x \), the algorithm first calculates \( x \)'s fingerprint and two candidate buckets according to Eq. (3.1). Then these two buckets are read: if any existing fingerprint in either bucket matches, the cuckoo filter returns true, otherwise the filter returns
Algorithm 4: Delete(x)

\[
\begin{align*}
    & f = \text{fingerprint}(x); \\
    & i_1 = \text{hash}(x); \\
    & i_2 = i_1 \oplus \text{hash}(f); \\
    & \text{if } \text{bucket}[i_1] \text{ or } \text{bucket}[i_2] \text{ has } f \text{ then} \\
    & \quad \text{remove a copy of } f \text{ from this bucket;} \\
    & \quad \text{return True;} \\
    & \text{end} \\
    & \text{return False;} \\
\end{align*}
\]

false. Notice that this ensures no false negatives as long as bucket overflow never occurs.

4.2.3 Delete

Deletion occurs by removing corresponding fingerprints from the hash tables. Other filters with similar deletion processes prove more complex than cuckoo filters. For example, as mentioned in Section 4.1.1 the \(d\)-left counting Bloom filters must use extra counters to prevent the “false deletion” problem on fingerprint collision, and quotient filters must shift a sequence of fingerprints to fill the “empty” slot after deletion and maintain their “bucket structure”.

The deletion process of cuckoo filters illustrated in Algorithm 4 is much simpler. It checks both candidate buckets for a given item; if any fingerprint matches in any bucket, one copy of that matched fingerprint is then removed from that bucket.

Deletion does not have to clean the slot after deleting an item. It also avoids the “false deletion” problem when two items share one candidate bucket and also have the same fingerprint. For example, if both item \(x\) and \(y\) reside in bucket \(i_1\) and collide on fingerprint \(f\), partial-key cuckoo hashing ensures that they can also reside in bucket \(i_2\) because \(i_2 = i_1 \oplus \text{hash}(f)\). When deleting \(x\), it does not matter if the process removes the copy of \(f\) added when inserting \(x\) or \(y\). After \(x\) is deleted, the membership of \(y\) is still positive because there is one fingerprint left that must be reachable from either bucket \(i_1\) and \(i_2\). An important consequence of this is that the false-positive behavior of the filter is unchanged after deletion. In the above example, insertion of \(y\) into the table will cause false positives for lookups of \(x\), by definition: they share the same bucket and fingerprint. This is the expected false-positive behavior of an
approximate set membership data structure, and its probability remains bounded by $\epsilon$.

Note that, to delete an item $x$ safely, it must have been inserted before; otherwise, deleting a non-existent item might unintentionally remove a real, different item that happens to share the same fingerprint. This requirement also holds true for all other deletion-supporting filters.

### 4.3 Analysis of Asymptotic Behavior

This section shows that, with partial-key cuckoo hashing (Section 4.2), fingerprints stored in cuckoo filters must exceed a minimum size to achieve high table occupancy; this requirement grows slowly as the filter becomes larger with reasonable bucket sizes. Empirically, a filter containing up to 4 billion items can effectively fill its hash table with loads of 95% when each bucket holds four fingerprints that are 6 bits or larger.

The notation used for our analysis in this and the next section is:

- $\epsilon$ target false positive rate
- $f$ fingerprint length in bits
- $\alpha$ load factor ($0 \leq \alpha \leq 1$)
- $b$ number of slots per bucket
- $k$ number of hash functions
- $m$ number of buckets
- $n$ number of items
- $C$ average bits per item

**Minimum Fingerprint Size:** Our proposed partial-key cuckoo hashing derives the alternate bucket of a given item based on its current location and the fingerprint (Section 4.2). As a result, the candidate buckets for each item are not necessarily independent. Let us examine this more closely. Assume an item can be placed in bucket $i_1$ or $i_2$. According to Eq. (3.1), the number of possible values of $i_2$ is at most $d = 2^f$ when using $f$-bit fingerprints. For a table of $m$ buckets, when $d < m$ (or equivalently $f < \log_2 m$ bits), the choice of $i_2$ is only a subset of all $m$ buckets of the entire hash table. For example, using 1-byte fingerprints, given $i_1$ there are only up to $d = 2^f = 256$ different possible values of $i_2$. 
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Intuitively, if the fingerprints are sufficiently long, partial-key cuckoo hashing could still be a good approximation to standard cuckoo hashing; however if the hash table is very large and stores relatively short fingerprints, the chance of insertion failures will increase due to hash collisions, which may reduce the table occupancy. This situation may arise, for example, when a cuckoo filter targets a large number of items but a moderately low false positive rate. In the following, we determine analytically a lower bound of the probability of insertion failure.

Let us first derive the probability that a given set of $q$ items collide in the same two buckets. Assume the first item $x$ has its first bucket $i_1$ and a fingerprint $t_x$. If the other $q-1$ items have the same two buckets as this item $x$, they must (1) have the same fingerprint $t_x$, which occurs with probability $1/d$; and (2) have their first bucket either $i_1$ or $i_1 \oplus h(t_x)$, which occurs with probability $2/m$. Therefore the probability of such $q$ items sharing the same two buckets is

$$\left(\frac{2}{md}\right)^{q-1}$$

Now consider a construction process that inserts $n$ random items to an empty table of $m = cn$ buckets for a constant $c$ and constant bucket size $b$. Whenever there are $q = 2b + 1$ items mapped into the same two buckets, the insertion fails. This probability provides a lower bound for failure (and, we believe, dominates the failure probability of this construction process, although we do not prove this and do not need to in order to obtain a lower bound). Since there are in total $\binom{n}{2b+1}$ different possible sets of $2b + 1$ items out of $n$ items, the expected number of groups of $2b + 1$ items colliding during the construction process is

$$\left(\frac{n}{2b+1}\right) \left(\frac{2}{md}\right)^{2b} = \left(\frac{n}{2b+1}\right) \left(\frac{2}{cn d}\right)^{2b} = \Omega\left(\frac{n}{d^{2b}}\right)$$

If $d$ is $o(n^{1/2b})$, this is $\Omega(1)$. Using further calculations one can bound the probability of a failure; however, it is clear that to avoid non-trivial failures probabilities $d$ would have to be $\Omega(n^{1/2b})$. Therefore, the fingerprint size would have to be $f = \Omega(\log n)/(2b)$ bits.

This results seems somewhat unfortunate, as the number of bits required for the fingerprint is $\Omega(\log n)$; recall that Bloom filters use a constant (approximately $\ln(1/\epsilon)$ bits) per item. We might therefore have hoped that partial-key cuckoo hashing might require shorter fingerprints, and wonder about the scalability of this approach. As we show next, however, practical applications of cuckoo filters are saved by the $2b$
factor in the denominator of the lower bound: as long as we use reasonably sized buckets, the fingerprint size can remain small.

**Empirical Evaluation:** Figure 4.2 shows the load factor achieved with partial-key cuckoo hashing as we vary the fingerprint size $f$, bucket size $b$, and number of buckets in the table $m$. For the experiments, we varied the fingerprint size $f$ from 1 to 20 bits. Random 64-bit keys are inserted to an empty filter until a single insertion relocates existing fingerprints more than 500 times before finding an empty slot (our “full” condition), then we stop and measure achieved load factor $\alpha$. We run this experiment ten times for filters with $m = 2^{15}, 2^{20}, 2^{25},$ and $2^{30}$ buckets, and measured their minimum load over the ten trials. We did not use larger tables due to the memory constraint of our testbed machine.

As shown in Figure 4.2, across different configurations, filters with $b = 4$ could be filled to 95% occupancy, and with $b = 8$ could be filled to 98%, with sufficiently long fingerprints. After that, increasing the fingerprint size has almost no return in term of improving the load factor (but of course it reduces the false positive rate). As suggested by the theory, the minimum $f$ required to achieve close-to-optimal occupancy increases as the filter becomes larger. Also, comparing Figure 4.2(a) and Figure 4.2(b), the minimum $f$ for high occupancy is reduced when bucket size $b$ becomes larger, as the theory also suggests. Overall, short fingerprints appear to suffice for realistic sized sets of items. Even when $b = 4$ and $m = 2^{30}$, so the table could contain up to four billion items, once fingerprints exceed six bits, $\alpha$ approaches the “optimal load factor” that is obtained in experiments using two fully independent hash functions.

**Insights:** The lower bound of fingerprint size derived in Eq. (4.2), together with the empirical results shown in Figure 4.2, give important insights into the cuckoo filter. While in theory the space cost of cuckoo filters is “worse” than Bloom filters—$\Omega(\log n)$ versus a constant—the constant terms are very important in this setting. For a Bloom filter, achieving $\epsilon = 1\%$ requires roughly 10 bits per item, regardless of whether one thousand, one million, or billion items are stored. In contrast, cuckoo filters require longer fingerprints to retain the same high space efficiency of their hash tables, but lower false positive rates are achieved accordingly. The $\Omega(\log n)$ bits per fingerprint, as also predicted by the theory, grows slowly if the bucket size $b$ is sufficiently large. We find that, for practical purposes, it can be treated as a reasonable-sized constant for implementation. Figure 4.2 shows that for cuckoo
Figure 4.2: Load factor $\alpha$ achieved by using $f$-bit fingerprint using partial-key cuckoo hashing, in tables of different sizes ($m = 2^{15}$, $2^{20}$, $2^{25}$ and $2^{30}$ buckets). Short fingerprints suffice to approach the optimal load factor achieved by using two fully independent hash functions. $\alpha = 0$ means empty and 1 means completely full. Each point is the minimal load factor seen in 10 independent runs.
filters targeting a few billion items, 6-bit fingerprints are sufficient to ensure very high utilization of the hash table.

### 4.4 Space Optimization

The basic algorithms for cuckoo filter operations Insert, Lookup, and Delete presented in Section 4.2 are independent of the hash table configuration (e.g., how many slots each bucket has). However, choosing the right parameters for cuckoo filters can significantly affect space efficiency. This section focuses on optimizing the space efficiency of cuckoo filters, through parameter choices and additional mechanisms.

Another tunable parameter for the cuckoo filter is the number of hash functions. We have focused on the case of two hash functions per item because of our use of partial-key cuckoo hashing, but in Section 4.5 we discuss how to generalize partial-key cuckoo hashing to more than two hash functions.

Space efficiency is measured by the average number of bits to represent each item in a full filter, derived by the table size divided by the total number of items that a filter can effectively store. Recall that, although each slot of the hash table stores one fingerprint, not all slots are occupied: there must be some slack in the table for the cuckoo filter or there will be failures when inserting items. As a result, each item effectively costs more to store than a fingerprint: if each fingerprint is $f$ bits and the hash table has a load factor of $\alpha$, then the amortized space cost $C$ for each item is

$$C = \frac{\text{table size}}{\# \text{ of items}} = \frac{f \cdot (\# \text{ of slots})}{\alpha \cdot (\# \text{ of slots})} = \frac{f}{\alpha} \text{ bits.} \quad (4.3)$$

As we will show, both $f$ and $\alpha$ are related to the bucket size $b$. The following section studies how to minimize Eq. (4.3) given a target false positive rate $\epsilon$ by choosing the optimal bucket size $b$.

#### 4.4.1 Selecting Optimal Bucket Size

Keeping a cuckoo filter’s total size constant but changing the bucket size leads to two consequences:

- **First, larger buckets improve table occupancy** (i.e., higher $b \rightarrow$ higher $\alpha$). With $k = 2$ hash functions, the load factor $\alpha$ is 50% when bucket size $b = 1$ (i.e., the
hash table is directly mapped), but increases to 84%, 95% or 98% respectively using bucket size $b = 2, 4$ or 8. Therefore, larger buckets improve table space utilization.

Second, larger buckets require longer fingerprints to retain the same false positive rate $\epsilon$ (i.e., higher $b \rightarrow$ higher $f$). With larger buckets, each lookup checks more slots and thus has a higher chance to see fingerprint collisions. In the worst case of looking up a non-existent item, a query must probe two buckets where each bucket can have $b$ slots. (While not all of these buckets may be filled, we analyze here the worst case in which they are; this gives us a reasonably accurate estimate for a table that is 95% full.) In each slot, the probability that a query is matched against one stored fingerprint and returns a false-positive successful match is at most $1/2^f$. After making $2b$ such comparisons, the upper bound of the total probability of a false fingerprint hit is

$$1 - (1 - 1/2^f)^{2b} \approx 2b/2^f,$$

which is proportional to the bucket size $b$. To retain the target false positive rate $\epsilon$, the filter ensures $2b/2^f \leq \epsilon$, thus the minimal fingerprint size required can be approximately derived by

$$f \geq \lceil \log_2 (2b/\epsilon) \rceil = \lceil \log_2 (1/\epsilon) + \log_2 (2b) \rceil \text{ bits.}$$

Upper Bound of Space Cost As we have shown, both $f$ and $\alpha$ depend on the bucket size $b$. The average space cost $C$ by Eq. (4.3) is bound by:

$$C \leq \frac{\lceil \log_2 (1/\epsilon) + \log_2 (2b) \rceil}{\alpha},$$

where $\alpha$ is also increased by $b$. Because $b$ is a constant and $1/\alpha$ is 1.05 when $\alpha = 0.95$, when targeting lower false positive rate $\epsilon$, Eq. (4.6) is asymptotically better than Bloom filters which require $1.44 \log_2 (1/\epsilon)$ bits or more for each item.

Optimal bucket size $b$ To compare the space efficiency by using different bucket size $b$, we run experiments that first construct cuckoo hash tables by partial-key cuckoo hashing with different fingerprint sizes, and measure the amortized space cost per item and their achieved false positive rates. As shown in Figure 4.3, the optimal bucket size for space efficiency depends on the target false positive rate $\epsilon$: when $\epsilon > 0.002$, having two slots per bucket yields slightly better results than using
Figure 4.3: Amortized space cost per item vs. measured false positive rate, with different bucket size $b = 2, 4, 8$. Each point is the average of 10 runs

four slots per bucket; when $\epsilon$ decreases to $0.00001 < \epsilon \leq 0.002$, four slots per bucket minimizes the space cost per item.

Summary We choose $(2, 4)$-cuckoo filter (i.e., each item has two candidate buckets and each bucket has up to four fingerprints) as the default configuration, because it achieves the best or close-to-best space efficiency for the false positive rates that most practical applications [23] may be interested in. In the following, we present a technique that further saves space for cuckoo filters with $b = 4$ by encoding each bucket.

4.4.2 Semi-sorting Buckets

This subsection describes a technique for cuckoo filters with $b = 4$ slots per bucket that saves one bit per item. This optimization is based on the fact that the order of fingerprints within a bucket does not affect the query results. Based on this observation, we can compress each bucket by first sorting its fingerprints and then encoding the sequence of sorted fingerprints. This scheme is similar to the “semi-sorting buckets” optimization used in [21].

The following example illustrates how the compression saves space. Assume each bucket contains $b = 4$ fingerprints and each fingerprint is $f = 4$ bits (more general
cases will be discussed later). An uncompressed bucket occupies $4 \times 4 = 16$ bits. However, if we sort all four 4-bit fingerprints stored in this bucket (empty slots are treated as storing fingerprints of value “0”), there are only 3876 possible outcomes in total (the number of unique combinations with replacement). If we precompute and store these 3876 possible bucket-values in an extra table, and replace the original bucket with an index into this precomputed table, then each original bucket can be represented by a 12-bit index ($2^{12} = 4096 > 3876$) rather than 16 bits, saving 1 bit per fingerprint.\(^1\)

Note that this permutation-based encoding (i.e., indexing all possible outcomes) requires extra encoding/decoding tables and indirections on each lookup. Therefore, to achieve high lookup performance it is important to make the encoding/decoding table small enough to fit in cache. As a result, our “semi-sorting” optimization only apply this technique for tables with buckets of four slots. Also, when fingerprints are larger than four bits, only the four most significant bits of each fingerprint are encoded; the remainder are stored directly and separately.

### 4.5 Generalization to Use More Hash Functions

This section investigates how to generalize partial-key cuckoo hashing, so cuckoo filters could use more than two hash functions. It is a known result that the table occupancy of cuckoo hash tables could be improved when more hash functions are applied for each item [38]. For hash tables consisting of buckets having only $b = 1$ entry, when only $k = 2$ hash functions are used, the load factor is 49%; the load factor quickly improves to 91% when $k = 3$ and 97% when $k = 4$. Unfortunately, as described, the partial-key cuckoo hashing that underlies cuckoo filters can only switch between $k = 2$ possible buckets (Eq. (3.2)).

To support $(k, b)$-cuckoo filters when $k > 2$, one solution is to also store which hash function is used for the current location for each fingerprint. When calculating an item’s alternate bucket, the insert process can pick a different hash function from the current one. This scheme is straightforward, however, it costs $\log_2 k$ extra bits per item and largely cancels the space benefit by using more hash functions.

Here we propose two schemes that add no space overhead to support more than two hash functions. The first approach is light-weight but specialized to cuckoo filters

\(^1\)If the cuckoo filter does not need to support deletion, then it can ignore duplicate slots in the fingerprint list, creating the potential for saving an additional fraction of a bit per slot. We leave practical exploitation of this observation for future work.
with $k = 4$. It calculates the alternative locations by changing Eq. (3.2) to:

$$j = i \oplus \text{hash(fingerprint + a random bit)},$$

(4.7)

where $i$ and $j$ denote the current and the alternative bucket indexes. To see why this works for $k = 4$ hash functions, denote $i_1=\text{hash(item)}$, $A=\text{hash(fingerprint + 0)}$ and $B=\text{hash(fingerprint + 1)}$; then, the set of all possible values of Eq. (4.7) is $\{i_1, i_1 \oplus A, i_1 \oplus B, i_1 \oplus A \oplus B\}$. Thus, when a fingerprint is kicked from its original location, it will pick a “random” one from its four candidate locations. Extending the single random bit to two bits supports $k = 16$.

The second approach supports $(k,b)$-cuckoo filters for general $k$, but is also more expensive in computation. It first splits the binary representation of $v = \text{hash(fingerprint)}$ and $i$ by every $\log_2 k$ bits; then it calculates the sum modulo $k$ of each split of $v$ and the corresponding split of $i$. Taking an example for $v = 0111$, $i = 0011$ and $k = 4$, $v$ is split into 01, 11 and $i$ turns into 00, 11. Since $(0b01 + 0b00) \mod 4 = 0b01$ and $(0b11 + 0b11) \mod 4 = 0b10$, the final result is hence 0110. In other words, the bit-wise xor operation for $i$ and “hash(fingerprint)” in Eq. (3.2) is replaced with polynomial addition mod $k$, which will be cyclic with a period of $k$.

Because both schemes are either specific to certain parameters or computationally more intensive than the (2,4)-cuckoo filters, we focus on the analysis and evaluation of (2,4)-cuckoo filters in this thesis.

### 4.6 Comparison with Bloom Filter

We compare Bloom filters and cuckoo filters using the metrics shown in Table 4.2 and several additional factors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>bits per item</th>
<th>load factor $\alpha$</th>
<th>avg. # reads / lookup</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BF</td>
<td>$1.44 \log_2(1/\epsilon)$</td>
<td>$-$</td>
<td>$\log_2(1/\epsilon)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF</td>
<td>$(\log_2(1/\epsilon) + 3)/\alpha$</td>
<td>$95.5%$</td>
<td>$2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ss-CF</td>
<td>$(\log_2(1/\epsilon) + 2)/\alpha$</td>
<td>$95.5%$</td>
<td>$2$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2: Space and lookup cost of space-optimized Bloom filters (BF), cuckoo filters (CF) and cuckoo filter with semi-sorting (ss-CF).
Figure 4.4: False positive rate vs. space cost per element. For low false positive rates (< 3%), cuckoo filters require fewer bits per element than the space-optimized Bloom filters. The load factors to calculate space cost of cuckoo filters are obtained empirically.

**Space Efficiency:** Table 4.2 compares space-optimized Bloom filters and (2,4)-cuckoo filters with and without semi-sorting. Figure 4.4 further shows the bits to represent one item required by these schemes, when \( \epsilon \) varies from 0.001% to 10%. The information theoretical bound requires \( \log_2(1/\epsilon) \) bits for each item, and an optimal Bloom filter uses \( 1.44 \log_2(1/\epsilon) \) bits per item, for a 44% overhead. The (2,4)-cuckoo filters with semi-sorting are more space efficient than Bloom filters when \( \epsilon < 3\% \).

**Number of Memory Accesses:** For Bloom filters with \( k \) hash functions, a positive query must read \( k \) bits from the bit array. For space-optimized Bloom filters that require \( k = \log_2(1/\epsilon) \), as \( \epsilon \) gets smaller, positive queries must probe more bits and are likely to incur more cache line misses when reading each bit. For example, \( k \) equals 2 when \( \epsilon = 25\% \), but the value quickly grows to 7 when \( \epsilon = 1\% \), which is more commonly seen in practice. A negative query to a space optimized Bloom filter reads two bits on average before it returns, because half of the bits are set. Any query to a cuckoo filter, positive or negative, always reads a fixed number of buckets, resulting in (at most) two cache line misses.

**Value Association:** Cuckoo filters can be extended to also return an associated value (stored external to the filter) for each matched fingerprint. This property of
cuckoo filters provides an approximate table lookup mechanism, which returns $1 + \epsilon$ values on average for each existing item (as it can match more than one fingerprint due to false positive hits) and on average $\epsilon$ values for each non-existing item. Standard Bloom filters do not offer this functionality. Although variants like Bloomier filters can generalize Bloom filters to represent arbitrary functions instead of set membership, their algorithms are also more complex and they require more space than cuckoo filters [25].

**Maximum Capacity:** Cuckoo filters have a load threshold. After reaching the maximum feasible load factor, insertions are non-trivially and increasingly likely to fail, so the hash table must expand in order to store more items. In contrast, one can keep inserting new items into a Bloom filter, at the cost of an increasing false positive rate. To maintain the same target false positive rate, the Bloom filter must also expand.

**Limited Duplicates:** If the cuckoo filter supports deletion, it must store multiple copies of the same item. Inserting the same item $kb + 1$ times will cause the insertion to fail. This is similar to counting Bloom filters where duplicate insertion causes counter overflow. However, there is no effect from inserting identical items multiple times into Bloom filters, or a non-deletable cuckoo filter.

### 4.7 Micro-benchmark

**Implementation** Our implementation\(^2\) consists of approximately 500 lines of C++ code for standard cuckoo filters, and 500 lines for the support of the “semi-sorting” optimization presented in Section 4.4.2. In the following, we denote a basic (2,4)-cuckoo filter as “CF”, and a (2,4)-cuckoo filter with semi-sorting as “ss-CF”. In addition to cuckoo filters, we implemented four other filters for comparison:

- Standard Bloom filter (BF) [19]: We evaluated standard Bloom filters as the baseline. In all of our experiments, the number of hash functions $k$ are configured to achieve the lowest false positive rate, based on the filter size and the total number of items. In addition, a performance optimization is applied to speed up lookups and inserts by doing less hashing [55]. Each insert or

\(^2\)https://github.com/efficient/cuckoofilter
lookup only requires two hash functions \( h_1(x) \) and \( h_2(x) \), and then uses these two hashes to simulate the additional \( k - 2 \) hash functions in the form of
\[
g_i(x) = h_1(x) + i \cdot h_2(x).
\]

- Blocked Bloom filter (blk-BF) [83]: Each filter consists of an array of blocks and each block is a small Bloom filter. The size of each block is 64 bytes to match a CPU cache line in our testbed. For each small Bloom filter, we also apply the same optimization of simulating multiple hash functions as in standard Bloom filters.

- Quotient filter (QF) [15]: We evaluated our own implementation of quotient filters\(^3\). This filter stores three extra bits for each item as the meta-data to help locate items. Because the performance of quotient filters degrades as they become more loaded, we set the maximum load factor to be 90% as evaluated in [15].

- \(d\)-left counting Bloom filter (dl-CBF) [21]: The filter is configured to have \(d = 4\) hash tables. All hash tables have the same number of buckets; each bucket has four slots.

We emphasize that the standard and blocked Bloom filters do not support deletion, and thus are compared as a baseline.

**Input Queries** All the items to insert are pre-generated 64-bit integers from random number generators. We did not eliminate duplicated items because the probability of duplicates is very small.

**Hash Functions:** On each query, all filters first generate a 64-bit hash of the item using CityHash [1]. CityHash is a set of non-cryptographic hash functions, developed by Google to provide fast hashing from strings. Besides CityHash, we also benchmarked several other commonly used non-cryptographic hash functions including MurmurHash [71] and BobHash [20]. In general, we found that these hash functions yield very similar performance in our testbed when computing 64-bit hashes from 64-bit integers (i.e., about 22 ns per item).

\(^3\)The source code from the original authors was not publicly available for comparison due to license issues.
The time to compute the 64-bit hash is included in our measurement. Each filter then partitions these 64 bits in this hash as it needed. For example, Bloom filters treat the high 32 bits and low 32 bits as the first two independent hashes respectively, then use these two 32-bit values to calculate the other $k - 2$ hashes.

**Experiment Setup:** All experiments use a machine with two Intel Xeon processors (L5640 at 2.27GHz, 12MB L3 cache) and 32 GB DRAM.

**Metrics:** To fully understand how different filters realize the trade-offs in function, space and performance, we compare above filters by the following metrics:

- **Space efficiency:** measured by the filter size in bits divided by the number of items a full filter contains.
- **Achieved false positive rate:** measured by querying a filter with non-existing items and counting the fraction of positive return values.
- **Construction rate:** measured by the number of items that a full filter contains divided by the time to construct this full filter from empty.
- **Lookup, Insert and Delete throughput:** measured by the average number of operations a filter can perform per second. The value can depend on the workload and the occupancy of the filter.

### 4.7.1 Achieved False Positive Rate

We first evaluate the space efficiency and false positive rates. In each run, all filters are configured to have the same size (192 MB). Bloom filters are configured to use
nine hash functions, which minimizes the false positive rate with thirteen bits per item. For cuckoo filters, their hash tables have \( m = 2^{25} \) buckets each consisting of four 12-bit slots. The \( d \)-left counting Bloom filter have the same number of hash table slots, but divided into \( d = 4 \) partitions. Quotient filter also has \( 2^{27} \) slots where each slot stores 3-bit meta-data and a 9-bit remainder.

Each filter is initially empty and items are placed until either the filter sees an insert failure (for CF, and dl-CBF), or it has reached the target capacity limit (for BF, blk-BF, and QF). The construction rate and false positive rate of different filters are shown in Table 4.3.

Among all filters, the ss-CF achieves the lowest false positive rate. Using about the same amount of space (12.60 bits/item), enabling semi-sorting can encode one more bit into each item’s fingerprint and thus halve the false positive rate from 0.19% to 0.09%. On the other hand, semi-sorting requires encoding and decoding when accessing each bucket, and thus the construction rate is reduced from 5.00 to 3.13 million items per second.

The BF and blk-BF both use 13.00 bits per item with \( k = 9 \) hash functions, but the false positive rate of the blocked filter is \( 2 \times \) higher than the BF and \( 4 \times \) higher than the best CF. This difference is because the blk-BF assigns each item to a single block by hashing and an imbalanced mapping will create “hot” blocks that serve more items than average and “cold” blocks that are less utilized. Unfortunately, such an imbalanced assignment happens across blocks even when strong hash functions are used [69], which increases the overall false positive rate. On the other hand, by operating in a single cache line for any query, the blk-BF achieves the highest construction rate.

The QF spends more bits per item than BFs and CFs, and achieves the second best false positive rate. Due to the cost of encoding and decoding each bucket, its construction rate is the lowest among all filters.

Finally, the dl-CBF sees insert failures and stops construction when the entire table is about 78% full, thus storing many fewer items. Its achieved false positive rate is much worse than the other filters because each lookup must check \( 4 \times 4 = 16 \) slots, hence having a higher chance of hash collisions.

### 4.7.2 Lookup Performance

#### Different Workloads

We next benchmark lookup performance after the filters are filled. This section compares the lookup throughput and latency with varying
workloads. The workload is characterized by the fraction of positive queries (i.e., items in the table) and negative queries (i.e., items not in the table), which can affect the lookup speed. We vary the fraction $p$ of positive queries in the input workload from 0% (all queries are negative) to 100% (all queries are positive).

**Lookup Throughput:** The benchmark result of lookup throughput is shown in Figure 4.5. Each filter occupies 192 MB, much larger than the L3 cache (20 MB) in our testbed.

The blk-BF performs well when all queries are negative, because each lookup can return immediately after fetching the first “0” bit. However, its performance declines when more queries are positive, because it must read additional bits as part of the lookup. The throughput of BF changes similarly when $p$ increases, but is about 4 MOPS slower. This is because the BF may incur multiple cache misses to complete one lookup whereas the blocked version can always operate in one cache line and have at most one cache miss for each lookup.

In contrast, a CF always fetches two buckets\(^4\), and thus achieves the same high performance when queries are 100% positive and 100% negative. The performance

\(^4\)Instead of checking each item’s two buckets one by one, our implementation applies a performance optimization that tries to issue two memory loads together to hide the latency of the second read.
Figure 4.6: CDF of lookup latency in a full filter.
drops slightly when \( p = 50\% \) because the CPU’s branch prediction is least accurate (the probability of matching or not matching is exactly \( 1/2 \)). With semi-sorting, the throughput of CF shows a similar trend when the fraction of positive queries increases, but it is lower due to the extra decoding overhead when reading each bucket. In return for the performance penalty, the semi-sorting version reduces the false positive rate by a factor of two compared to the standard cuckoo filter. However, the ss-CF still outperforms BFs when more than 25\% of queries are positive.

The QF performs the worst among all filters. When a QF is 90\% filled, a lookup must search a long chain of table slots and decode each of them for the target item.

The dl-CBF outperforms the ss-CF, but is about 30\% slower than a BF. It also keeps about the same performance when serving all negative queries and all positive queries, because only a constant number of slots are searched on each lookup.

**Lookup Latency:** We also examine the lookup latency of different filters and show their cumulative distribution in Figure 4.6.

The CF and blk-BF have lower latency, because each lookup costs at most one cache miss for blk-BF and two for CF. So most of their lookups complete in 250 ns. The BF and dl-CBF have longer tails and complete most lookups in 400 ns, because they may need more memory references on one lookup. The QF, because it searches a large and non-constant number of slots in a row for a target item, has a long tail.

One interesting observation is that the latency is not entirely the inverse of throughput. In fact, according to Figure 4.5 the blk-BF has lower throughput than CF, whereas Figure 4.6 shows that its latency is the lowest. We suspect this occurs because the cuckoo filter has a shorter code path and thus it benefits more from hardware-level parallelism such as multi-issue and out-of-order execution.

The workload also affects the latency distribution. Comparing Figure 4.6(a) and Figure 4.6(b), the tails of BF, dl-CBF and QF become longer for positive queries because they must access more memory, while the CF and blk-BF stay the same.

**Different Occupancy** In this experiment, we measure the lookup throughput when the these filters are filled at different levels of occupancy. We vary their load factor \( \alpha \) of each filter from 0 (empty) to its maximum occupancy. Figure 4.7 shows the average instantaneous lookup throughput when all queries are negative (i.e., for non-existing items) and all queries are positive (i.e., for existing items).
(a) Lookup keys randomly generated from a large universe

(b) Lookup keys uniformly selected from keys existing in the filter

Figure 4.7: Lookup throughput (MOPS) at different occupancy. Each point is the average of 10 runs.
The throughput of both CF and ss-CF is mostly stable across different load factor levels, for both negative and positive queries. This is because the total number of slots to read and compare remains constant even as more items are inserted.

In contrast, the throughput of QF decreases substantially as the filter is more loaded. This filter has to search an increasingly long chain of slots for the target item as the load factor grows.

Both BF and blk-BF behave differently when serving negative and positive queries. For positive queries, they must always check in total \( k \) bits, no matter how many items have been inserted, thus providing constant lookup throughput; while for negative queries, when the filter is less loaded, fewer bits are set and a lookup can return earlier when seeing a “0”.

The dl-CBF behaves differently from the BF. When all lookups are negative, it ensures constant throughput like the CF, because a total of 16 slots from four buckets must be searched, no matter how many items this filter contains. For positive queries, if there are fewer items inserted, the lookup may return earlier before all four buckets are checked; however, this difference becomes negligible after the dl-CBF is about 20% filled.

4.7.3 Insert Performance

The overall construction speed, measured based on the total number of items a full filter contains and the total time to insert these items, is shown in Table 4.3. We also study the instantaneous insert throughput across the construction process. Namely, we measure the insert throughput of different filters when they are at levels of load factors, as shown in Figure 4.8.

In contrast to the lookup throughput shown in Figure 4.7, both types of CF have decreasing insert throughput when they are more filled (though their overall construction speed is still high), while both BF and blk-BF ensure almost constant insert throughput. The CF may have to move a sequence of existing keys recursively before successfully inserting a new item, and this process becomes more expensive when the load factor grows higher. In contrast, both Bloom filters always set \( k \) bits, regardless of the load factor.

The QF also has decreasing insert throughput. This is because it must shift a sequence of items before inserting a new item, and this sequence also grows longer when the table is more filled.
4.7.4 Delete Performance

Figure 4.9 shows the delete performance of filters that support deletion. The experiment deletes keys from an initially full filter until it is empty. The CF achieves the highest throughput. Both CF and ss-CF provide stable performance through the entire process. The dl-CBF performs the second best among all filters. The QF is the slowest when close to full, but becomes faster than ss-CF when close to empty.

4.7.5 Evaluation Summary

The CF ensure high and stable lookup performance for different workloads and at different levels of occupancy. Its insert throughput declines as the filter is more filled, but the overall construction rate is still faster than other filters except the blk-BF. Enabling semi-sorting makes cuckoo filters more space-efficient than space-optimized
Figure 4.9: Delete-until-empty throughput (MOPS) at different occupancy. Each point is the average of 10 runs.

Bloom filters. It also makes lookups, inserts, and deletes slower, but still faster than conventional Bloom filters.

The blk-BF performs much better than the standard BF; however it does not support delete and its false positive rate is also much higher at the same space cost. The QF is in general slower than the other filters, and its insert/lookup performance declines significantly when the occupancy becomes higher. The dl-CBF achieves the worst space efficiency.

### 4.8 Related Work

Prior efforts that extend Bloom filters for deletion, such as classic counting Bloom filters [42], $d$-left counting Bloom filters [21, 22], and quotient filters [15] are described in Section 4.1. Cuckoo filters achieve higher space efficiency and performance than these data structures.

Other previous work has proposed improvements to Bloom filters, either in space efficiency and/or in performance. Rank-Indexed Hashing [51] is similar to the $d$-left counting Bloom filter, but builds linear chaining hash tables to store compressed fingerprints. Although it achieves higher space efficiency than $d$-left counting Bloom
filters, updating the internal index that reduces the chaining cost is very expensive, making it less appealing in dynamic settings.

Putze et al. proposed two variants of Bloom filters [83]. The first, called a Block Bloom filter, builds on earlier work by Manber and Wu [62]. This filter is described in Section 4.1 and evaluated in Section 4.7. The second variant, called a Golomb-Compressed Sequence stores all items’ fingerprints in a sorted list. Its space is near-optimal, but the data structure is static and requires non-constant lookup time to decode the encoded sequence. Thus it is not evaluated with other filters in this chapter.

Pagh et al. proposed an asymptotically space-optimal hash data structure [80] based on Cleary [27]. This data structure, however, is substantially more complex than its alternatives and does not yet appear amenable to a high performance implementation. In contrast, cuckoo filters are very easy to implement.
Chapter 5

Efficient Key-Value Stores

The load-balanced key-value system presented in Chapter 2 requires two core components: a memory-speed key-value cache placed at the frontend and a cluster of persistent key-value stores to form the backend. This chapter investigates the design and implementation of efficient key-value stores meeting this requirement:

- Section 5.1 presents MemC3 [41], a key-value cache that serves data from memory and thus provides low-latency retrieval with scalable performance on multicore CPUs.

- Section 5.2 introduces SILT [59], a high-performance key-value store that effectively uses SSDs to serve key-value data at extremely low memory overhead.

The design of these two types of key-value stores exploits:

- advanced/space-efficient data structures, e.g., optimistic cuckoo hashing in Chapter 3 and the cuckoo filter in Chapter 4; and

- architecture-aware optimizations, e.g., exploiting CPU cache locality to minimize the number of memory fetches required to complete one query; or exploiting fast sequential writes and fast random reads on flash while avoiding small random writes.
function stock Memcached MemC3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hash Table</th>
<th>concurrency</th>
<th>lookup performance</th>
<th>insert performance</th>
<th>space</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>serialized</td>
<td>slower</td>
<td>faster</td>
<td>13.3n bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>concurrent lookup, serialized insert faster slower</td>
<td>~9.7n bytes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cache Mgmt</th>
<th>concurrency</th>
<th>space</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>serialized</td>
<td>18n bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>concurrent update, serialized eviction n bits</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Comparison of operations. \( n \) is the number of existing key-value items.

5.1 MemC3: In-Memory Key-Value Cache

Low-latency access to data has become critical for many Internet services in recent years. This requirement has led many system designers to serve all or most of certain data sets from main memory—using the memory either as their primary store [65, 70, 85, 88] or as a cache to deflect hot or particularly latency-sensitive items [39].

This section demonstrates that careful attention to algorithm and data structure design can significantly improve throughput and memory efficiency for in-memory data stores. We show that traditional approaches often fail to leverage the target system’s architecture and expected workload. As a case study, we focus on Memcached [65], a popular in-memory caching layer, and show how our toolbox of techniques can improve Memcached’s performance by \( 3 \times \) and reduce its memory use by 30%.

We implement and evaluate MemC3, a networked, in-memory key-value cache, based on Memcached-1.4.13. Our prototype supports the most important Memcached commands including GET, SET, ADD, REPLACE, DELETE. \(^1\)

Table 5.1 compares MemC3 and stock Memcached. MemC3 provides higher throughput using significantly less memory and computation as we will demonstrate in the remainder of this section.

\(^1\)It does not yet provide the full memcached API with missing commands like INCR, DECR and CAS.
5.1.1 Background: Memcached Overview

Memcached is an in-memory key-value store, designed for serving small pieces of arbitrary data without reading disks. It is often used to cache strings or objects, such as the results of database queries, API calls, or page rendering. Since all data is only stored and served from memory, Memcached does not guarantee its durability. To recover data from system crashes, Memcached servers are often backed by non-volatile storage such as database servers.

Interface Memcached implements a simple and light-weight key-value interface where all key-value tuples are stored in and served from DRAM. Clients communicate with the Memcached servers over the network using the following commands:

- \texttt{SET/ADD/REPLACE(key, value)}: add a (key, value) object to the cache;
- \texttt{GET(key)}: retrieve the value associated with a key;
- \texttt{DELETE(key)}: delete a key.

Internally, Memcached uses a hash table to index the key-value entries. These entries are also in a linked list sorted by their most recent access time. The least recently used (LRU) entry is evicted and replaced by a newly inserted entry when the cache is full.

Hash Table To lookup keys quickly, the location of each key-value entry is stored in a hash table. Hash collisions are resolved by chaining: if more than one key maps into the same hash table bucket, they form a linked list. Chaining is efficient for inserting or deleting single keys. However, lookup may require scanning the entire chain.

Memory Allocation Naive memory allocation (e.g., malloc/free) could result in significant memory fragmentation. To address this problem, Memcached uses \textit{slab-based memory allocation}. Memory is divided into 1 MB pages, and each page is further sub-divided into fixed-length \textit{chunks}. Key-value objects are stored in an appropriately-size chunk. The size of a chunk, and thus the number of chunks per page, depends on the particular slab class. For example, by default the chunk size of slab class 1 is 72 bytes and each page of this class has 14563 chunks; while the chunk size of slab class 43 is 1 MB and thus there is only 1 chunk spanning the whole page.
To insert a new key, Memcached looks up the slab class whose chunk size best fits this key-value object. If a vacant chunk is available, it is assigned to this item; if the search fails, Memcached will execute cache eviction.

**Cache policy**  In Memcached, each slab class maintains its own objects in an LRU queue (see Figure 5.1). Each access to an object causes that object to move to the head of the queue. Thus, when Memcached needs to evict an object from the cache, it can find the least recently used object at the tail. The queue is implemented as a doubly-linked list, so each object has two pointers.

**Threading**  Memcached was originally single-threaded. It uses libevent for asynchronous network I/O callbacks [82]. Later versions support multi-threading but use global locks to protect the core data structures. As a result, operations such as index lookup/update and cache eviction/update are all serialized. Previous work has shown that this locking prevents current Memcached from scaling up on multi-core CPUs [48].

**Performance Enhancement**  Previous solutions [16, 50, 66] shard the in-memory data to different cores. Sharding eliminates the inter-thread synchronization to permit higher concurrency, but under skewed workloads it may also exhibit imbalanced load across different cores or waste the (expensive) memory capacity. Instead of simply sharding, we explore how to scale performance to many threads that share
and access the same memory space; one could then apply sharding to further scale the system.

5.1.2 Design

MemC3 applies the optimistic cuckoo hashing proposed in Chapter 3 to index all key-value pairs, as shown in Figure 5.2. As a result, the key-value index achieves over 95% space occupancy and allows concurrent read access without locking. Besides, Cache management and eviction is also important. The strict LRU cache management is also a synchronization bottleneck, as all updates to the cache must be serialized in Memcached. To make the cache management space efficient and concurrent (no synchronization to update LRU), we implement an approximate LRU cache based on the CLOCK replacement algorithm [29]. CLOCK is a well-known algorithm; our contribution lies in integrating CLOCK replacement with the optimistic, striped locking in our cuckoo algorithm to reduce both locking and space overhead.

As our target workloads are dominated by small objects, the space saved by trading perfect for approximate LRU allows the cache to store significantly more entries, which in turn improves the hit ratio. As we will show in Section 5.1.3, our cache management achieves 3× to 10× the query throughput of the default cache in Memcached, while also improving the hit ratio.

CLOCK Replacement to Approximate LRU  A cache must implement two functions related to its replacement policy:

- **Update** to keep track of the recency after querying a key in the cache; and
• **Evict** to select keys to purge when inserting keys into a full cache.

Memcached keeps each key-value entry in a doubly-linked-list based LRU queue within its own slab class. After each cache query, **Update** moves the accessed entry to the *head* of its own queue; to free space when the cache is full, **Evict** replaces the entry on the *tail* of the queue by the new key-value pair. This ensures strict LRU eviction in each queue, but unfortunately it also requires two pointers per key for the doubly-linked list and, more importantly, all **Updates** to one linked list are serialized. Every read access requires an update, and thus the queue permits no concurrency even for read-only workloads.

**CLOCK** approximates LRU with improved concurrency and space efficiency. For each slab class, we maintain a *circular buffer* and a *virtual hand*; each bit in the buffer represents the recency of a different key-value object: 1 for “recently used” and 0 otherwise. Each **Update** simply sets the recency bit to 1 on each key access; each **Evict** checks the bit currently pointed by the hand. If the current bit is 0, **Evict** selects the corresponding key-value object; otherwise we reset this bit to 0 and advance the hand in the circular buffer until we see a bit of 0.

**Integration with Optimistic Cuckoo Hashing** The **Evict** process must coordinate with reader threads to ensure the eviction is safe. Otherwise, a key-value entry may be overwritten by a new (key,value) pair after eviction, but threads still accessing the entry for the evicted key may read dirty data. To this end, the original Memcached adds to each entry a 2-byte reference counter to avoid this rare case. Reading this per-entry counter, the **Evict** process knows how many other threads are accessing this entry concurrently and avoids evicting those busy entries.

Our cache integrates cache eviction with our optimistic locking scheme for cuckoo hashing. When **Evict** selects a victim key $x$ by **CLOCK**, it first increases key $x$’s version counter to inform other threads currently reading $x$ to retry; it then deletes $x$ from the hash table to make $x$ unreachable for later readers, including those retries; and finally it increases key $x$’s version counter again to complete the change for $x$. Note that **Evict** and the hash table **Insert** are mutually serialized using a common lock, so when updating the counters they cannot affect each other.

With **Evict** as above, our cache ensures consistent **GETs** by version checking. Each **GET** first snapshots the version of the key before accessing the hash table; if the hash table returns a valid pointer, it follows the pointer and reads the value associated. Afterwards, **GET** compares the latest key version with the snapshot. If the versions
Algorithm 5: Pseudo code of GET in MemC3

```
GET(key)  //get value of key from cache
begin
    while true do
        vs = ReadCounter(key);  //key version
        ptr = Lookup(key);  //check hash table
        if ptr == NULL then return NULL;
        prepare response for data in ptr;
        ve = ReadCounter(key);  //key version
        if vs & 1 or vs != ve then
            //may read dirty data, try again
                continue
        end
        Update(key);  //update CLOCK
    end
return response
end
```

differ, then GET may have observed an inconsistent intermediate state and must retry. The pseudo-code of SET and GET is shown in Algorithm 6 and Algorithm 5.

5.1.3 Evaluation

Workload We use YCSB [28] to generate 100 million key-value queries, following a zipf distribution. Each key is 16 bytes and each value 32 bytes. We evaluate caches with four configurations:

- **chaining+LRU**: the default Memcached cache configuration, using chaining hash table to index keys and LRU for replacement;

- **cuckoo+LRU**: keeping LRU, but replacing the hash table by concurrent optimistic cuckoo hashing with all optimizations proposed;

- **chaining+CLOCK**: an alternative baseline combining optimized chaining with the CLOCK replacement algorithm. Because CLOCK requires no serialization to update, we also replace the global locking in the chaining hash table with the per-bucket locks; we further include our engineering optimizations such as “hugepage”, “int keycmp”.
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Algorithm 6: Pseudo code of SET in MemC3

\[
\text{SET}(\text{key}, \text{value}) \quad // \text{insert (key, value) to cache}
\]

begin
\begin{align*}
\text{lock();} \\
\text{ptr = Alloc();} \quad // \text{try to allocate space} \\
\text{if ptr == NULL then} \\
\quad | \quad \text{ptr = Evict();} \quad // \text{cache is full, evict old item} \\
\text{end} \\
\text{memcpy key, value to ptr;} \\
\text{Insert(key, ptr);} \quad // \text{index this key in hashtable} \\
\text{unlock();}
\end{align*}
end

- cuckoo+CLOCK: the data structure of MemC3, using cuckoo hashing to index keys and CLOCK for replacement.

We vary the cache size from 64 MB to 10 GB. Note that this cache size parameter does not count the space for the hash table, only the space used to store key-value objects. All four types of caches are linked into a workload generator and micro-benchmarked locally.

**Cache Throughput** Because each GET miss is followed by a SET to the cache, to understand the cache performance with heavier or lighter insertion load, we evaluate two settings:

- a read-only workload on a “big” cache (i.e., 10 GB, which is larger than the working set), which had no cache misses or inserts and is the best case for performance;

- a write-intensive workload on a “small” cache (i.e., 1 GB, which is \(\sim 10\%\) of the total working set) where about 15\% GETs miss the cache. Since each miss triggers a SET in turn, a workload with 15\% inserts is worse than the typical real-world workload reported by Facebook [12].

Figure 5.3(a) shows the results of benchmarking the “big cache”. Though there are no inserts, the throughput does not scale for the default cache (chaining+LRU), due to lock contention on each LRU update (moving an object to the head of the linked
Figure 5.3: Cache throughput vs. number of threads. Each data point is the average of 10 runs.

list). Replacing default chaining with the concurrent cuckoo hash table improves the peak throughput slightly. This suggests that only having a concurrent hash table is not enough for high performance. After replacing the global lock with bucket-based locks and removing the LRU synchronization bottleneck by using CLOCK, the chaining-based cache achieves 22 MOPS at 12 threads, and drops quickly due to the CPU overhead for lock contention after all 12 physical cores are assigned. Our proposed cuckoo hash table combined with CLOCK, however, scales to 30 MOPS at 16 threads.

Figure 5.3(b) shows that peak performance is achieved at 6 MOPS for the “small cache” by combining CLOCK and cuckoo hashing. The throughput drop is because the 15% GET misses result in about 15% hash table inserts, so throughput drops after 6 threads due to serialized inserts.

Space Efficiency Table 5.2 compares the maximum number of items (16-byte key and 32-byte value) a cache can store given different cache sizes\(^2\). The default LRU with chaining is the least memory efficient scheme. Replacing chaining with cuckoo hashing improves the space utilization slightly (7%), because one pointer (for hash table chaining) is eliminated from each key-value object. Keeping chaining but

\(^2\)The space to store the index hash tables is separate from the given cache space in Table 5.2. We set the hash table capacity larger than the maximum number of items that the cache space can possibly allocate. If chaining is used, the chaining pointers (inside each key-value object) are also allocated from the cache space.
replacing LRU with CLOCK improves space efficiency by 27% because two pointers (for LRU) and one reference count are saved per object. Combining CLOCK with cuckoo increases the space efficiency by 40% over the default. The space benefit arises from eliminating three pointers and one reference count per object.

**Cache Miss Ratio** Compared to the linked list based approach in Memcached, CLOCK approximates LRU eviction with much lower space overhead. This experiment sends 100 million queries (95% GET and 5% SET, in zipf distribution) to a cache with different configurations, and measures the resulting cache miss ratios. Note that each GET miss will trigger a retrieval to the backend database system, therefore reducing the cache miss ratio from 10% to 7% means a reduction of traffic to the backend by 30%. Table 5.2 shows when the cache size is smaller than 256 MB, the LRU-based cache provides a lower miss ratio than CLOCK. LRU with cuckoo hashing improves upon LRU with chaining, because it can store more items. In this experiment, 256 MB is only about 2.6% of the 10 GB working set. Therefore, when the cache size is very small, CLOCK—which is an approximation—has a higher chance of evicting popular items than strict LRU. For larger caches, CLOCK with cuckoo hashing outperforms the other two schemes because the extra space improves the hit ratio more than the loss of precision decreases it.

### Table 5.2: Comparison of four types of caches. Results in this table depend on the object size (16-byte key and 32-byte value used). Bold entries are the best in their columns. Each data point is the average of 10 runs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cache Type</th>
<th>64 MB</th>
<th>128 MB</th>
<th>256 MB</th>
<th>512 MB</th>
<th>1 GB</th>
<th>2 GB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>chaining+LRU</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>4.79</td>
<td>9.59</td>
<td>19.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cuckoo+LRU</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>2.58</td>
<td>5.16</td>
<td>10.32</td>
<td>20.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chaining+CLOCK</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>3.05</td>
<td>6.10</td>
<td>12.20</td>
<td>24.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cuckoo+CLOCK</td>
<td><strong>0.84</strong></td>
<td><strong>1.68</strong></td>
<td><strong>3.35</strong></td>
<td><strong>6.71</strong></td>
<td><strong>13.42</strong></td>
<td><strong>26.84</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cache Type</th>
<th>GET Miss Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>chaining+LRU</td>
<td>36.34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cuckoo+LRU</td>
<td>35.87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chaining+CLOCK</td>
<td>37.07%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cuckoo+CLOCK</td>
<td>36.46%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

with 95% GET, 5% SET, zipf distribution
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**Full System Throughput**  This experiment uses the same workload as in previous experiment, with 95% GETs and 5% SETs generated by YCSB with zipf distribution. MemC3 runs on the same server as before, but the clients are 50 different nodes connected by a 10GB Ethernet. The clients use libmemcached 1.0.7 [58] to communicate with our MemC3 server over the network. To amortize the network overhead, we use multi-get supported by libmemcached [58] by batching 100 GETs.

In this experiment, we compare four different systems: original Memcached, optimized Memcached (with non-algorithmic optimizations such as “hugepage”, “in key-cmp” and tuned CPU affinity), optimized Memcached with sharding (one core per Memcached instance) and MemC3 with all optimizations enabled. Each system is allocated with 1GB memory space (not including hash table space).

Figure 5.4 shows the throughput as more server threads are used. Overall, the maximum throughput of MemC3 (4.4 MOPS) is almost 3× that of the original Memcached (1.5 MOPS). The non-algorithmic optimizations improve throughput, but their contribution is dwarfed by the algorithmic and data structure-based improvements.

A surprising result is that today’s popular technique, *sharding, performs the worst* in this experiment. This occurs because the workload generated by YCSB is heavy-tailed, and therefore imposes differing load on the memcached instances. Those serving “hot” keys are heavily loaded while the others are comparatively idle. While the severity of this effect depends heavily upon the workload distribution, it high-

Figure 5.4: Full system throughput (over network) v.s. number of server threads
lights an important benefit of MemC3’s approach of sharing all data between all threads.

5.2 SILT: On-Flash Key-Value Store

SILT (Small Index Large Table) [59] is a memory-efficient, high-performance key-value store system based on flash storage that scales to serve billions of key-value items on a single node. It requires only 0.7 bytes of DRAM per entry and retrieves key-value pairs using on average 1.01 flash reads each. SILT applies a set of new algorithmic and systems techniques to balance the requirement of memory, storage, and computation. SILT is work in conjunction with Hyeontaek Lim who designed and implemented the multi-store architecture and entropy-coded trie (ECT) [60] which requires only 0.4 bytes per key and is the primary source of the overall high space efficiency; this thesis contributed to SILT in the design and integration of partial-key cuckoo hash table and cuckoo filters to enable high-performance insertion and update at low memory cost.

5.2.1 SILT’s Multi-Store Design

Goals and Rationale  The design of SILT follows from five main goals:

1. Low read amplification: Issue at most \(1 + \epsilon\) flash reads for a single GET, where \(\epsilon\) is configurable and small (e.g., 0.01).
   Rationale: Random reads remain the read throughput bottleneck when using flash memory. Read amplification therefore directly reduces throughput.

2. Controllable write amplification and favoring sequential writes: It should be possible to adjust how many times a key-value entry is rewritten to flash over its lifetime. The system should issue flash-friendly, large writes.
   Rationale: Flash memory can undergo only a limited number of erase cycles before it fails. Random writes smaller than the SSD log-structured page size (typically 4 KiB\(^3\)) cause extra flash traffic.

   Optimizations for memory efficiency and garbage collection often require data layout changes on flash. The system designer should be able to select an appropriate balance of flash lifetime, performance, and memory overhead.

\(^3\)For clarity, binary prefixes (powers of 2) will include “i”, while SI prefixes (powers of 10) will appear without any “i”. 
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3. **Memory-efficient indexing**: SILT should use as little memory as possible (e.g., less than one byte per key stored).
   
   *Rationale*: DRAM is both more costly and power-hungry per gigabyte than Flash, and its capacity is growing more slowly.

4. **Computation-efficient indexing**: SILT’s indexes should be fast enough to let the system saturate the flash I/O.
   
   *Rationale*: System balance and overall performance.

5. **Effective use of flash space**: Some data layout options use the flash space more sparsely to improve lookup or insertion speed, but the total space overhead of any such choice should remain small – less than 20% or so.
   
   *Rationale*: SSDs remain relatively expensive.

**Conventional Single-Store Approach** A common approach to building high-performance key-value stores on flash uses three components:

1. *an in-memory filter* to efficiently test whether a given key is stored in this store before accessing flash;

2. *an in-memory index* to locate the data on flash for a given key; and

3. *an on-flash data layout* to store all key-value pairs persistently.

Unfortunately, to our knowledge, no existing index data structure and on-flash layout achieve all of our goals simultaneously. For example, HashCache-Set [13] organizes on-flash keys as a hash table, eliminating the in-memory index, but incurring random writes that impair insertion speed. To avoid expensive random writes, systems such as FAWN-DS [9], FlashStore [34], and SkimpyStash [35] append new values sequentially to a log. These systems then require either an in-memory hash table to map a key to its offset in the log (often requiring 4 bytes of DRAM or more per entry) [9, 35]; or keep part of the index on flash using multiple random reads for each lookup [35].

**Multi-Store Approach** BigTable [24], Anvil [61], and BufferHash [8] chain multiple stores, each with different properties such as high write performance or inexpensive indexing.

Multi-store systems impose two challenges. First, they require effective designs and implementations of the individual stores: they must be efficient, compose well,
and it must be efficient to transform data between the store types. Second, it must be efficient to query multiple stores when performing lookups. The design must keep read amplification low by not issuing flash reads to each store. A common solution uses a compact in-memory filter to test whether a given key can be found in a particular store, but this filter can be memory-intensive—e.g., BufferHash uses 4–6 bytes for each entry.

**SILT's multi-store design** uses a series of *basic key-value stores*, each optimized for a different purpose.

1. Keys are inserted into a write-optimized store, and over their lifetime flow into increasingly more memory-efficient stores.

2. Most key-value pairs are stored in the most memory-efficient basic store. Although data outside this store uses less memory-efficient indexes (e.g., to optimize writing performance), the average index cost per key remains low.

3. SILT is tuned for high worst-case performance—a lookup found in the last and largest store. As a result, SILT can avoid using an in-memory filter on this last store, allowing all lookups (successful or not) to take $1 + \epsilon$ flash reads.
SILT’s architecture and basic stores (the LogStore, HashStore, and SortedStore) are depicted in Figure 5.5. Each store places different emphasis on memory-efficiency and write-friendliness; chaining all three stores create a system that provides high write speed, high read throughput, and uses little memory. This thesis describes the design and implementation of LogStore in Section 5.2.2 and HashStore in Section 5.2.2, which are built on partial-key cuckoo hashing and cuckoo filters introduced in previous Chapters. The theory of SortedStore and its applications in addition to SILT are presented in [60].

**Key-Value Operations** Each PUT operation inserts a \((key, value)\) pair into the LogStore, even if the key already exists. DELETE operations likewise append a “delete” entry into the LogStore. The space occupied by deleted or stale data is reclaimed when SILT merges HashStores into the SortedStore. These lazy deletes trade flash space for sequential write performance.

To handle GET, SILT searches for the key in the LogStore, HashStores, and SortedStore in sequence, returning the value found in the youngest store. If the “deleted” entry is found, SILT will stop searching and return “not found.”

### 5.2.2 LogStore and HashStore

**LogStore**

*LogStore* is a write-friendly key-value store that handles individual PUTs and DELETEs. This store consists of an on-flash data log and in-memory hash table index same as the FAWN-DS [9], but the in-memory index is implemented by a partial-key cuckoo hash table to improve its memory space utilization from 50% in FAWN-DS to 95%. To achieve high performance, all writes are appended to the end of a log file on flash. Because these items are ordered by their insertion time, the LogStore uses the in-memory hash table to map each key to its offset in the log file. SILT uses a memory-efficient, high-performance hash table based upon partial-key cuckoo hash table as described in Chapter 3. This index efficiently maps keys to their location in the flash log as shown in Figure 5.6, with 95% occupancy and very low computation and memory overhead. This is a substantial improvement over earlier systems such as FAWN-DS and BufferHash that achieved only 50% hash table occupancy. Compared to the other two read-only store types, however, this index is still relatively memory-intensive, because it must store one 4-byte pointer for every key. SILT therefore
uses only one instance of the LogStore (except during conversion to HashStore as described below), with fixed capacity to bound its memory consumption.

To keep low memory consumption, LogStore only stores the entire keys on the flash. Because retrieving the keys from flash is too expensive, we use partial-key cuckoo hashing instead of standard cuckoo hashing to build the key-value index. Thus a short “tag” (or fingerprint) instead of the actual key is stored in the hash table as shown in Figure 5.6. This gives LogStore two advantages in performance:

- It speeds up lookup performance because a lookup may check multiple buckets whereas it only proceeds to flash when the given key matches the tag, which can prevent most unnecessary flash reads for non-existing keys. If the tag matches, the full key and its value are retrieved from the log on flash to verify if the key it read was indeed the correct key.

- In addition, these tags enable the hash table to perform cuckoo insert without retrieving the full keys stored on flash. Standard cuckoo hashing moves existing keys to their alternative buckets and may in turn displace more keys; and each displacement required by cuckoo hashing would result in a flash reads. Using partial-key cuckoo hashing, the alternative buckets is derived using the current
Figure 5.7: Convert a LogStore to a HashStore. Four keys K1, K2, K3, and K4 are inserted to the LogStore whose tags are T1, T2, T3 and T4, so the layout of the log file is the insert order; the in-memory index keeps the offset of each key on flash. In HashStore, the on-flash data forms a hash table where keys are in the same order as the in-memory filter.

bucket index and the tag, without requiring to retrieve the original key for rehashing.

By default, SILT uses a 15-bit key fragment as the tag. Each hash table entry is 6 bytes, consisting of a 15-bit tag, a single valid bit, and a 4-byte offset pointer. The probability of a false positive retrieval is 0.024%, i.e., on average 1 in 4,096 flash retrievals is unnecessary.

HashStore

Once a LogStore fills up (e.g., the insertion algorithm terminates without finding any vacant slot after a maximum number of displacements in the hash table), SILT freezes the LogStore and converts it into a more memory-efficient data structure. Directly sorting the relatively small LogStore and merging it into the much larger SortedStore requires rewriting large amounts of data, resulting in high write amplification. On the other hand, keeping a large number of LogStores around before merging could amortize the cost of rewriting, but unnecessarily incurs high memory overhead from the LogStore’s index. To bridge this gap, SILT first converts the LogStore to an
immutable HashStore with higher memory efficiency; once SILT accumulates a configurable number of HashStores, it performs a bulk merge to incorporate them into the SortedStore. During the LogStore to HashStore conversion, the old LogStore continues to serve lookups, and a new LogStore receives inserts.

HashStore saves memory over LogStore by eliminating the index and reordering the on-flash \((key, value)\) pairs from insertion order to hash order (see Figure 5.7). HashStore is thus an on-flash cuckoo hash table, and has the same occupancy (93%) as the in-memory version found in LogStore. HashStores also have one in-memory component, a filter to probabilistically test whether a key is present in the store without performing a flash lookup.

Although prior approaches [8] used Bloom filters [19] for the probabilistic membership test, SILT uses a cuckoo filter based on partial-key cuckoo hashing. Cuckoo filters are more memory-efficient than Bloom filters at low false positive rates. Given a 15-bit tag in a 4-way set associative cuckoo hash table, the false positive rate is \(f = 2^{-12} = 0.024\). With 95% table occupancy, the effective number of bits per key using a hash filter is \(15/0.95 = 15.78\). In contrast, a standard Bloom filter that sets its number of hash functions to optimize space consumption requires at least \(1.44 \log_2(1/f) = 17.28\) bits of memory to achieve the same false positive rate.

For HashStores, cuckoo filters are also efficient to create: SILT simply copies the tags from the LogStore's hash table, in order, discarding the offset pointers; on the contrary, Bloom filters would have been built from scratch, hashing every item in the LogStore again.

**Alternative Designs**  Our current implementation of HashStore reads the log data of LogStore from flash, flushes the hash table to flash again. This conversion costs flash I/O bandwidth to save memory by eliminating the offset pointers. One alternative approach is to keep the log file from LogStore without change, keep the tags in memory, but flush the pointers to flash. This approach reduces the flash I/O traffic, however requires one more flash read to lookup the offset before retrieving the data in the log, and thus increases the \texttt{GET} latency.

### 5.2.3 Evaluation

This section evaluates the performance of LogStore and HashStore.

**Evaluation System**  The testbed runs Linux using equipped with:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Speed (K keys/s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LogStore (by PUT)</td>
<td>204.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HashStore (by CONVERT)</td>
<td>67.96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.3: Construction performance for basic stores. The construction method is shown in the parentheses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>HashStore (K ops/s)</th>
<th>LogStore (K ops/s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GET (hit)</td>
<td>44.93</td>
<td>46.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GET (miss)</td>
<td>7264</td>
<td>7086</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.4: Query performance for basic stores that include in-memory and on-flash data structures.

- CPU: Intel Core i7 860 @ 2.80 GHz (4 cores)
- DRAM: DDR SDRAM / 8 GiB
- SSD-L: Crucial RealSSD C300 / 256 GB
- SSD-S: Intel X25-E / 32 GB

The 256 GB SSD-L stores the key-value data, and the SSD-S is used as scratch space for sorting HashStores using Nsort [75]. The drives connect using SATA and are formatted with the ext4 filesystem using the discard mount option (TRIM support) to enable the flash device to free blocks from deleted files. The baseline performance of the data SSD is:

- Random Reads (1024 B): 48 K reads/sec
- Sequential Reads: 256 MB/sec
- Sequential Writes: 233 MB/sec

**Individual Store Microbenchmark**  Here we measure the performance of each SILT store type in its entirety (in-memory indexing plus on-flash I/O). The first experiment builds multiple instances of each basic store type with 100 M key-value pairs (20-byte key, 1000-byte value). The second experiment queries each store for 10 M random keys.

Table 5.3 shows the construction performance for these two stores; the construction method is shown in parentheses. LogStore construction, built through entry-by-entry insertion using PUT, can use 90% of sequential write bandwidth of the flash
drive. Thus, SILT is well-suited to handle bursty inserts. The conversion from Log-Stores to HashStores is about three times slower than LogStore construction because it involves bulk data reads and writes from/to the same flash drive. SortedStore construction is slowest, as it involves an external sort for the entire group of 31 HashStores to make one SortedStore (assuming no previous SortedStore). If constructing the SortedStore involved merging the new data with an existing SortedStore, the performance would be worse. The large time required to create a SortedStore was one of the motivations for introducing HashStores rather than keeping un-merged data in LogStores.

Table 5.4 shows that the minimum GET performance is 44.93 K ops/s at HashStores. Note that LogStores and HashStores are particularly fast at GET for non-existent keys (more than 7 M ops/s).

5.3 Related Work

This section presents work most related to improve individual key-value storage nodes in terms of throughput and space efficiency.

**Flash-based Key-Value Stores** BufferHash [8], FAWN-DS [10], and SkimpyS-tash [35] are optimized for I/O to external storage such as SSDs (e.g., by batching, or log-structuring small writes). The more relevant work to SILT is BufferHash that keeps keys in multiple equal-sized hash tables—one in memory and the others on flash. The on-flash tables are guarded by in-memory Bloom filters to reduce unnecessary flash reads. In contrast, SILT data stores have different sizes and types. The largest store (SortedStore), for example, does not have a filter and is accessed at most once per lookup, which saves memory while keeping the read amplification low. In addition, writes in SILT are appended to a log stored on flash for crash recovery, whereas inserted keys in BufferHash do not persist until flushed to flash in batch.

Several key-value storage libraries rely on caching to compensate for their high read amplifications [17] [46], making query performance depend greatly on whether the working set fits in the in-memory cache. In contrast, SILT provides uniform and predictably high performance regardless of the working set size and query patterns.

**Memory-based Key-Value Stores** [16, 50, 66] boost performance on multi-core CPUs or GP-GPUs by sharding data to dedicated cores to avoid synchronization.
MemC3 instead targets read-mostly workloads and deliberately avoids sharding to ensure high performance even for “hot” keys. Similar to MemC3, Masstree [63] also applied extensive optimizations for cache locality and optimistic concurrency control, but used very different techniques because it was a variation of B+-tree to support range queries. RAMCloud [78] focused on fast data reconstruction from on-disk replicas. In contrast, as a cache, MemC3 specifically takes advantage of the transience of the data it stores to improve space efficiency.

**Modular Design of Storage Systems**  BigTable [24] and Anvil [61] both provide a modular architecture for chaining specialized stores to benefit from combining different optimizations. SILT borrows its design philosophy from these systems; we believe and hope that the techniques we developed for SILT could also be used within these frameworks.
Chapter 6

Conclusion

This dissertation proposed, analyzed and evaluated several more-efficient key-value storage systems, whose design is grounded in recent theory and informed by the underlying hardware and expected workloads. Our systems achieve higher efficiency by (1) improving each individual key-value node in better performance and less resource consumption; and (2) making near-optimal capacity utilization across many nodes for unfriendly or even adversarial workloads. This dissertation made the following contributions:

- Through analysis, simulation, and experiments on an 85-node cluster, we have demonstrated that a small, fast front-end cache can ensure effective load-balancing, regardless of the query distribution. We have proven a lower bound on the cache size that depends only on the number of back-end nodes in the system, not the number of items stored.

- We presented two new data structures that help build more efficient key-value stores. The first is cuckoo filters for approximate set-membership queries. Cuckoo filters improve upon Bloom filters in three ways: (1) support for deleting items dynamically; (2) better lookup performance; and (3) better space efficiency for applications requiring low false positive rates ($\epsilon < 3\%$). The second is optimistic cuckoo hashing, a new hashing scheme that achieves over 90% space occupancy and allows concurrent read access without locking.

- Combining new algorithmic and systems techniques, we implemented MemC3, an in-memory key-value cache that reduced the space overhead by more than 20 bytes per entry but performed $3 \times$ faster than the original Memcached while
storing 30% more objects for small key-value pairs; we also designed and implemented SILT, a high-speed on-flash key-value store that cost 0.7 bytes of memory for entry it stored, and made only 1.01 flash reads to service a lookup, doing so in under 400 microseconds.

In summary, this dissertation demonstrated that careful attention to algorithm and data structure design can significantly improve throughput and memory efficiency for key-value systems. In addition, I believe the techniques and insights developed by this work will apply generally to other distributed and networking systems.
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